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Congress
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STATEHOOD WEATHER TOMORROW.
I take pleasure in announcing that the forecast for tomorrow,
Election Day, is generally fair, as it, will be tonight, although collier weather in the- eastern portion is predicted for tomorrow.
CHARLES E. LIWKV,
-

The

20.

Ses-retar-
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N

Weather

Albany, Jan. 20 The third joint
ballot for United States Senator toMany
day resulted in no election.
had been paired and had gone home
over Sunday. Sheehan lacked eleven
votes of majority.
Parker Takes a Hand.
20. Assembyman
Jan.
Albany,
Saunders of Columbia County, who
on Wednesday changed hts vote from
Shephard to Alton I). Parker, today
received a letter from Mr. Parker in
which the latter said that Mr. Saun
ders and others who voted for him,
could do him a favor if they voted
Mr. Saunders said the
for Sheehan.
letters would not change his attitude
nor that of ottiers, who voted for Parker.
Deadlock in Colorado.
Denver. Jan. 29. With the first
ballot for V. S. senator to succeed the
late Senator Hughes, scheduled for
next Tuesday, appearances today indicated a
fight between Shafroth or the "Platform"
The adherants of former
Democrats.
Governor Alva Adams and friends,
and Mayor Spcer of Denver, Democrats, with their strength, are so
equally divided that no election seems
possible during the early days of the
balloting.
Platform Democrats Insist on Pledges
Jan. 20- The Platform
Denver,
Democrats insist that, the pledges of
last Democratic state platform
carried out before the senatorial
election take place. An interesting developmcnt was the announcement

on public lands re
THE GOVERNOR.
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Whereas, an election is to X ported favorably the bill whicJi hasj
WHERE TO VOTE TOMORROW.
v,..
&. ......
be held on Saturday, January X yasseu uic
will open at 9 a. m. tomorrow and close at
noils
The
x 21, A. D., 1911, to determine St homestead land segregated from the
The voting booths are:
X whether or no.t the Constitu- - St Refugio Colony Grant, Dona Ana
Ward 1, Precinct 3: Victor Garcia's house, Canon Koad The
St
secof
the
the
X tion recently prepared by
county, under regulations
are Seferino Alarid, Andres Sena and Seve'riano Rilier;i.
judges
St
X Constitutional Conv e n t i o n,
retary of the interior, of about nine
Office of Justice Ricardo Alarid. D Vargas
2, Precinct 4:
Ward
.
X which assembled at Santa Fe, St thousand acres.
Canuto Alarid, Pablo Griego and Pedro
are
Street.
Judges
is forming
A strong combination
X shall be accepted or rejected by St
X the qualified electors of this St in the House to place wool and live
Ward 3, Precinct 17. Manderfield's Hall, Galisteo 'Street. The
S stock on the free list. New Mexico
X Territory, and,
are J. S. Garcia, ignacio Romero and Hilario Sandoval.
judges
X
Whereas, in order to assure Si needs two senators quickly to protect
Ward 4, Precinct IS: House of David Gonzales, Palace Avenue.
St
the
X a perfectly fair election,
her many interests. The population
The judges are Manuel B. Salazar. Ramon Armijo and one judge
and District St of Deming is 1,864 as against 1341 in
X peace officers
to be selected.
X Attorney of each district are St 1900.
St
to
instructed
inquire
X hereby
New Orleans Beats San Francisco.
which Si
X into any
complaints
Washington, Jan. 20. By a vote of
the voters ot from 9 to 10 a. m., and there will beAll day tomorrow
St
X may be entered before them
nine to six, New Orleans was selected Santa Fe and of New Mexico will but one delivery and one collection of
X of any fraud or intimidation St today by the House committee on ex- have the
opportunity to go to the mail.
election St positions as the site of the Panama
X or violation of the
The Santa Fe New Mexican will be
and swell the majority for the
polls
St
X laws, and vigorously prosecute
exposition in 1915. The bill giving constitution which
will open the issued tomorrow, however, and if any
X any one who may te guilty of St recognition to New Orleans was re- doors of statehood.
bulletins are received on election on
St ferred to a
for changX a breach of any such laws.
Sunday, they will be posted in front
over
all
the
enthusiasm
is
There
OfJt es and it is expected that the approX
Done at the Executive
of
the New Mexican's office. The istomorrow's
of
rise
the
for
territory
X fice, this, the 20th Day of St priation will be granted.
sue on Monday will contain a result
for
that
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the
Sunshine
sun
over
Jt
for
1311.
A.
Increase
D.,
Navy.
Substantial
X January,
of liberty, of the election, sent from all over
X
Witness my hand and the S
Washington, Jan. 20. Two battle- sunrise is to be the dawn
of this
St
boat
But particularly in Santa Fe and in the territory, and many copies
X Great Seal of the Territory of
ships, two colliers, eight torpedo
Si destroyers and four submarine boats Santa Fe county is
tomorrow
the edition will be seat out all over the
X New Mexico.
telling, no doubt of the splennew
St constitute the increase for the
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
X
greatest day in the history of the city country
'
did
rolled up for a document
majority
Si year under the action of the House and
Governor.
.X
county for the adoption of the
won the praises of statesmen.
5t committee on naval affairs today.
X Attest:
constitution is looked upon as the that
What They Say.
The battleships are to be of 27,000 breaking of the shackles of a debt
X
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of St
St tons each.
X New Mexico.
What will Santa Fe, do tomorrow?
that has hung over the property inA copy of this proclamation St
Listen to a few expression:
X
terests of this city and county.
"I hope that the
Governor Mills:
X was telegraphed to every dis- - St LABOR FIGHTS AGAINST
cit- - j
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therefore
is
by
It
regarded
THE THIRD DEGREE.
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X trict attorney.
izens of this city and county as a citizens of Santa Fe and of New Mex-tv- t
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GOVERNOR WILL
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remain in the goverShafroth
nor
for
Las
leave
shall
Vegas,
tonight
peal to organized labor of the coun have studied the question, will surely
nor's chair at least until the fall or
return tomorrow,
try has been sent out by officials of be passed by New Mexico before C(and
until the pledges are carried out by
j
Major R. J. Palen, president of the
American Federation of Labor to p 'm.
VOTE IH VEGAS the
legislation.
use Its Influence to secure legislation
A representative of the New Mexi-- First National Bank: "I shall vote
1
tomorrow.
t
for
constitution
the
se
to
"third
the
forbidding
degree
can today interviewed many business
SETS
cure confessions from prisoners. A men on the duty that awaits Santa think it is the duty, rtc interest, and. ANDREW CARNEGIE
10 MILLION.
ANOTHER
LOOSE
"K lue
ui an ooum
Leaves This Evening to Cast copy has been received by the trades Feans at the polls tomorrow. om-lj
council of this city. The letter, which cials federal, territorial and county Feans to do so."
His Ballot For the
Magnificent Endowment of Great Inis signed by Samuel Gompers, dementioned and from the! Postmaster E. U. Burke: "I am for
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stitute for Research at Wash-ifgtowarno
as
of
scribes the practice
the
having
D. C.
down, everyone was enthu the constitution 'from the drop
governor
rant for existence, "except the brute siastic for the constitution.
hat' You will see me out legging for j
power of barbarian and tradition
it from morn until night with special
New York, Jan. 20. Andrew CarnePlenty of Opportunity.
carrier No. 4 (that's Mr. Burke's
DF RESULT derived therefrom," and that the
IS
for
excuse
no
today announced the gift of Un
be
gie
anyone
will
There
should
be
stopped.
practice
j
horse.)
millions to the endowment fund of the
not voting tomorrow, except owing to
H. F. Stephens, cashier of the U. S.
Institute of Research at
dangerous illness. Delegate in Con- Bank and Trust Company:
"Of Carnegie
Officials Will Have Holiday ToThis brings his total
Washington.
suffiwas
Andrews
H.
William
1
gress
course I am for the constitution and
of the iustitute to twenty-fivmorrow But Will Work
endowment
of
SHARP
4,
a
to
make
trip
ciently patriotic
hope Santa Fe county will vote for it
millions of dollars.
Statehood.
000 miles to vote for it and Gover- unanimously."
nor Mills will leave this evening for
L. B. Vickroy, merchant: "It is the
LIVES IN
IN CHIHUAHUA Las Vegas to cast his ballot. Sever- voters' duty to put in all tickets for FORTY LOST COLLIERY
Governor Mills has returned from a
DISASTER
POLISH
had
who
planned
Feans
al
Santa
which
Vote
tour
as
and
constitution.
the
during
statehood campaign
early
vote
to
over
a
are
day
waiting
trips,
often as the la,w allows, boys!"
he visited Alamogordo, Tularosa and
Berlin, Jan. 20. Forty miners lost
for the constitution and, more than
E. E. Meier, engineer In charge of their lives in a fire in the Casimir
He spoke in Alamogordo Insurrectos Lose Large Num-Pe- r one called out of town, will hurry
Carrizozo.
the Arroyo Hondo Project: "I shall
near Sosnowice, Russian PoonH Tniarnsa anil would have de
in Killed and Wounded back today or arrive by noon to cast be in town to vote for the constitu- collieries
Three hundred and sixtoday.
land,
had
constitution."
Carrizozo
"for
the
in
a ballot
livered an address
tion, like every other man who wants ty others escaped.
Encounters
in
Offices Closed.
statehood and the benefits it will conhe not arrived there too late to do
All of the federal, territorial and fer."
so. He was much impressed with the
JOHNSON MATCHED WITH
W. O. Connor, superintendent of the
FOR 20 ROUNDS.
KAUFMAN
REBELS county offices" will be closed all day,
TRIBE JOINS
enthusiasm manifested for statehood
"1 shall be in
is a legal holiday, so School for the Deaf:
tomorrow
for
confident
was
he
that
and said today
made by a proclamation of Governor early to vote for the constitution."
Chicago, Jan. 20. It was stated last
that the constitution would be car
Leo Hersch, merchant: "I am for night at Jack Johnson's residence,
The stores will be closed in
Fruitless
Mills.
But
t.iTwo
Sanguinary
ried by a good majority. The govern
the constitution, and
opinion that the heavyweight champion has
the afternoon, it is said and the
Attacks to Take
hours, voter of Santa Fe county who op- been matched to meet Al Kaufman in
or will leave tonight for Las Vegas,
will observe
Sunday
Ixmdon some time in April for a twen
that is the registry and general dewhere he votes, and tomorrow he will
conon
Continue
the
for
ty round bout.
"ht.
be
ticket"
Page
open only
cast "a straight
livery windows will
stitution. He will likely return to jParrl, Chihuahua; Jan. 20, FolSanta Fe tomorrow evening.
lowing a fight on Sunday at Baquiri-cio- ,
Notaries.
this state, in which seven rebels
The governor today appointed the were killed and ten
wounded, the re.following notaries public: Malaquias
town on Tuesday,
Euge-nibels
the
Union
county;
Dehaven,
Baca,
Fe- leaving
14 dead and two wounded.
Romero, Mora, Mora county;
Relix D. Ortega, Lumberton, Rio Arri- The federals lost two wounded.
ba county; Albert Field, Deming, ports that the Tahuarimi Indians had
Imna county; Ella F. Elliott, Las joined the insurrectors are confirmed,
Cruces, Dona Ana county; Edward as many in both of these fights and
seven killed on Sunday are Indians.
Pennington, Deming, Luna county;
coun- Sixty cavalry were sent from here
Joseph Des Goerges, Taos, Taos
to reinforce the small comty; P. F. Campbell, Las CrucA, Dona yesterday
mand at Baquiiricio.
Ana county.
For the Treasury.
Teritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero MISSIONARY PROGRAM OF
has received the following ' sums for
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH.
Lower Taxes.
the treasury: From J. S. Edward,
treasurer of Curry county, 3618.67;
is
the missionary proThe following
Rotation in County Office.
from Game and Fish Warden Gable, gram to be given tomorrow at the
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Arrested at Deming.
Captain Fred Fornoff of he Mounted Police has received word that the
days of the cowboy on a war path are
not yet over. Harvey Barksdale and
Ames Keith, both of Deming, were ar
rested by Mounted Policeman Beal for
fighting. Both were fined.

Holiday Tomorrow.
Tomorrow will be a holiday at the
capitol and at the federal building as
the governor's proclamation will be
observed to the letter. The territorial and federal officials are apparently for the constitution to a man
and will work hard to get out a large
vote tomorrow. Everywhere in the
capitol and federal building officials

were heard today expressing their belief that the constitution will be
ried tomorrow by a handsome majority and especially in Santa Fe county
from which a big debt will be lifted

by statehood.
Land Restored to Entry.
The United States land office at
Las Cruces today received instructions from the Secretary of the Interior restoring land in the Alamo
national forest to the public domain.

the Constitution Allans:

Self Government.

home of Mrs. J. E. Wood:
Hymn.
Roll call.
. ...Mrs. Walker
Devottonals
Business.
Home Topic Immigration.
How to Keep the Immigrant
Mrs. McFie
An Immigrant People Emigrating..
Mrs. Jones
The Baltimore Austrian Home
Mrs. Carruth
Mrs. Marsh
Italian Traits
Solo
Hazel Sparks
Foreign Topics.
Christian Unity
Mrs. Harvey
Harmony in Christian Work
Mrs. Fleming
Offering.
.
Hymn.
The Lord's Prayer.

Better Schools.

Meetings Tonight.

ThiB evening

Probate Clerk George
W. Armijo and Frank Owen will address a mass meeting at Pojoaque,
northern Santa Fe county. Mass
meetings will be held for Preclnots
Nos. 17 and 4 at the Manderfleld hall
and for Precinct No. 3 at the house of
SlmorUVigil.

a Patriot
and Vote Tomorrow

8

Capital for Mines, Irrigation, Industry, Real Estate.
Growth, Development, Prosperity.
Independence.
Regulation of Railroad, Telegraph and Telephone rates,
Elective Judiciary.
- Elective State Offiicers.
Abolishment of fee system.
Lifting of Santa Fe County's ,401d Man of the Sea", the RailroadDebt.
A gift of $30,000,000 worth of Lands.
Protection for the workingman, the home.
The right for women to participate in school government.
It will be the death knell to political tyranny.
It will throw wide open the door to opportunity, to Good Government
A thousand and one other Good Things that New Mexico has worked
and prayed for.
Will to be a free man and vote early tomorrow for the Constitution.
not
Do
put it off until noon or until evening but vote early, but early or
late, be sure to vote.

Democrats Have No Thought
of Opposing Constitution
as Formulated.

y

New York, Jan. 20. The business
and
and financial world in general
life insurance circles in particular are
sho-sohvly recovering from the
caused by the sudden death last night
of Paul Morton, president of the F.qtiit-ablLife Assurance Society and SecS
retary of the Navy in President
Mr. Morton was
Roosevelt's cabinet.
stricken with cerebral hemorrhage in is
the lobby of the Hotel Seymour and is
I lis
did not recover consciousness.
health had been bad some time and Is
he was to have sailed for Europe on Is
a vacation next month.
js
His Career.
Paul Morton has been a visitor in
Santa Fe and some years ago was Is
a pleasant caller at the New Mexican
office. He had many warm friends in ;S
New Mexico and was much interested S
in the development of this commonwealth. Ho served as a vice presiand San
dent of the Atehison-Topekta Fe Railway Company from xfifi,
until he resigned to assume the portfolio as secretary of the navy under
President Roosevelt. He was much
interested, both as an official, director and stockholder in the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company.
Mr. Morton was born at Detroit on
May 22, 1S57. and was therefore r::
years old. Tie was a son of the late
Sterling Morton of Nebraska, the
ter having been secretary of agricul-bture under Grover Cleveland and in- augurator of Arbor Day. He began his
career with the railroads as clerk in S
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bav" i.u
at
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imsi-jus-
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at this time
to last my vote for the
holm-ex'-ep-

constitution.
"We haw? fought a lung time
for statehood and against uli- in- siacles ihirh Law
surmountable.
Absolutely the only thing
that stands between us and
final admission to the I nion on
of
March !, is the adoption

this constitution.
"We have always had bitter

enemies in Congress and they
remained our enemies up to
the day they read the constitution as adopted by the constitutional convention. Since that
time they have become our
firm friends.
'"There is absolutely no opposition in either branch of
Congress to the constitution as
it. now stands.
"Even the New England
and the New England newspapers who have always looked upon as a bunch
of wild Indians, admit we have
!ormed AS GOOD A CONSTITUTION as exists in New Eng.
land.
''Arizona, by going to extremes and adopting all Urns
available has alienated its best
friends in Congress and even
many of the Democratic members declare the constitution
in many of its provisions as
and
n
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Missouri River railroad at. Burlington,
and was advanced to
Iowa, in
general freight agent of the Chicago,
and Quincy. He was
Burlington
president of the Colorado Fuel and
Iron Company at Puehlo, Colorado,
the Southern Iowa railroad and the
Illinois Western. He became third
' From all I can
vice president and then second vice
learn the
mijor.'y tor t.lu constitution
president of the Santa Fe system. Ke
" s
tomorrow will be large.
was the center of a strenuous political
controversy as a member of President
Roosevelt's cabinet on account of his
connection with the railroads. He
Delegate W. H. Andrews arrived1 in
resigned to accept the presidency of Albuquerque at noon yesterday hav- the New York Life Insurance Com- ing come all the way from W".shing- ton in order to vote for the constitupany and completely reorganized it.
tion.
"I have no particular business at
home just at this time." said the dele-gatyesterday afternoon, "except to
cast my vote for the constitution. I
consider the adoption of this consti- AS EVER union uy a large majority the most
important thing that has ever been
done and that can be done for the
material welfare of New Mexico. We
Women Suffragettes Make have
fought a long time for statehood
and against obstacles which
It Uncomfortable for
have
seemed
practically insurmountable.
Ministers
Now we have statehood in our hands.
It is up to us. Absolutely the
only
in my judgment, that stands bething
H
CABINET HOLDS
MEETING tween us and final admission
to the
Union on the fourth of March next
is the adoption of this constitution.
Outline King's Speech From
"When the statehood act was passed some misgivings were
Throne and Legislative
expressed
among members of Congress and eastProgram.
ern newspapers as to the wisdom of
admitting us and as to our ability to
London, Jan. 20. The cabinet held form a proper constitution. We hava
its first meeting today for the pur- always had bitter enemies in Conpose of drafting the king's speech gress and they remained our enemies
from throne and a program of its leg- up to the day
they read the constituislation for what promises to be a tion as adopted by the constitutional
historic session of parliament. The convention. Since that time
they have
militant suffragettes thickly dotted become our firm friends. There
is abDowning street determined to remind solutely
no opposition
in either
the ministers that their demands are branch of Congress to the constituurgent as ever. One banner suggested tion as it stands. In fact, if receives
that Home Secretary Churchill be the most favorable comment on evThe active young bearer ery hand. Even the New
imprisoned.
England
of this conviction, eluded the police Congressmen
and the New England
rushed to the home secretary when newspapers who have
always looked
he appeared and using the banner as upon us as a bunch of wild
Indians
a lance attempted to knock off Mr. admit that we have formed
as ironil a
Churchill's hat. The police quickly constitution as exists in New England
cleared away demonstrators.
They are ready to approve it. All
we have to do is to adopt it. Should
BUBONIC
PLAGUE HAS
we fail to adopt it but I hesitate to
REACHED CHINESE CAPITAL believe any such contingency
possible
and I would not undertake to
predict
Americans and Europeans Are Leav-- ! at this time what the result will be.
ing Country and Native PhysiArizona's Mistake.
cians Throw Up Hands.
"Arizona, by going to extremes and
adopting all the isms available, has
bubonic alienated its best friends in
Jan. 20. The
Peking,
Congress
plague, which has been devastating and even many of the Democratic
Manchuria has apparently at last members declare that the constitution
One in many of its provisions is
reached the Chinese
capital.
death from the dread disease occurred
and unsatisfactory. The statement that Democrats in
in the missionary hospital today.
Congress will
Americans Leaving China.
oppose approval of the New Mexico
Peking, Jan. 20. A number of constitution because there is opposiAmericans and Europeans, most of tion to the Arizona
constitution, is
them women and children are leav- absolutely unfounded.
I have talked
Chinese physicians personally with many of the Demoing the country.
hav! to a large extent surrendered cratic members and all to whom I
the command of the fight against the have spoken are
agreed that the New
Mexico constitution is sound and that
plague to missionary physicians.
it deserves and will receive Immediate
NINE FATALITIES IN
approval upon its adoption by the
VIRGINIA COAL MINE DISASTER, people.
"I have seen President Taft's AlRichmond, Va., Jan. 20. Five men buquerque speech quoted as an arguwere killed, four fatally hurt and sev- ment why this constitution should be
en received minor injuries from an turned down and a new
constitution
explosion of dynamite or gas in the submitted. President Taft meant to
fifteen
mines
of
west
miles
Gay'on
advise the people of New Mexico to
Itlehmond today.
Seven injured are think well about their constitution
and
still in the mine twelve hundred feet
l elow the surface.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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claim a majority. It is conceded that
DANDRUFF AND ITCH- A Splendid Tonic
the eastern half of this state has the
ING SCALP YIELD TO
Cora, Ky. Mrs. Iva Moore, of this
while
stronger
force,
dry"
working
THIS TREATMENT it. is believed
that the west is over- T'lace, says: "I wa9 so weak, I could
'
Whv pYnprimpTit trvlnp tn Arivn (io
whelmingly
"wet."
Interest in the hardly walk. I tried Cardui, and was
dandruff germ from underneath the
ton-

inter Grocery Co.
Southern

WE

Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES-

THE

THE BEST

In Shoes For

a

Service or Dress
At Right Prices

Specialist.

j

BEB

&

COAL YARD

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

I

Towels

mine run coal

SSSJSBHSUf

:

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON Farm Pump
Engines.

Retail

GORMLEY

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Sole Agents For

PHONE
BLACK

45

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCK

PHONE
BLACK

FE-

-

45

On Pressing Occasions
and othfir information will 'ho fihmit.
ted to the club next Tuesday. The
committee was much impressed with
the rapid growth of the city in all
directions, and the fact was realized j
that now is the time to secure enough
exposition
grounds which!
v.Vi
afe&wn there"
Lous 'Star. will be large
enough to accommodate
Townsite Company to Boost Cu- New Mexico
fairs for many years.
tterCutter, Sierra county, near the
Elephant Butte dam, is to have a
Every family has need of a good,
new townsite promotion plan.
The
Cutter Townsite company has been reliable liniment. B or sprains, brul- formed among Las Cruces and east- - ses, soreness of the muscles and rhe-mi men to sell lots and tracts in the umatic lalns there is none better
For sale by all
now Wn.it. at ftto- Th0 tnwn. i thw Chamberlain's.
site tract includes 040 acres, and dealers.
,1
will be offered for sals at once. ' Eu I,
when you need your clothing, or any
of
one
North Dakota, is
gene Neal,
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
of the organizers of the company, by local applications, as they cannot part of U, cleaned and pressed don't
and he has interested a number of reach the diseased portion of the be foolish enough t try and accomLas Cruces citizens in the project, ear. There is only one way to cure plish it yourself because yeu will lose
H. D. Bowman, J. F. Bonham,
Maj. deafness, and that is by constitution-- : both time and temper and probably
in- - al remedies.
W. H. Llewellyn are financially
Deafness is caused by' ruin the
garments. Better bring them
terested in the townsite, as is L. an inflamed condition of the mucous to
we will give you a profesus
and
of
the
lining
Eustachian Tube. Whenj
Cutter is exClapp, of Hatch, N. M.
sional
will thoroughly satisfy
Job
that
tne
tube is iuilamed you have a rum-- j
pected to be an important town when
the operations at the damsite are un- - bIing 80und or imperfect hearing, and you in promptness, excellence
and
when it is entirely closed,
der way.
Deafness) reasonable price.
is the result, and unless the inflamma-- i
uuu can ue iaKen out and this tubei
Julius
Tailor.
TEXAS WILL HAVE TWO
restored to its normal condition, hear- EXCITING ELECTIONS. ing will be caused
by Catarrh, which Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
is nothing but an inflamed condition!
State-Wid- e
Prohibition
Proposition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Will Bring Out the Biggest
for any case of Deafness (caused by
Vote in History of State.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Houston, Texas, Jan. 20. The vo-- ' Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circufree.
ting population of Houston, south- - lars,F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
west Texas in general is taking keen-- j
Said by Druggists, 75c.
er interest in the coming election
Take Hall's Family Pills for
than ever before in the history of the
state. On February 4, the city of San

Antonio will vote on a proposition to
We Have Built Up
change the aldermanic form of government to that of commission.
As
in everything else of a public nature,
there are two sides to this question,
one championing
commission
form,
the other standing for the old aider-mani-c
order of things.
The campaign for this February election is on
in earnest, and there is a rush to pay
poll tax the right to vote in Texas
depending upon the voter holding a
receipt for poll tax paid for the current year, the registration in this
particular almost doubling any previous year.
Another election scheduled for this
year is one providing for an amendment to the constitution that will
WE HANDLE LUMBER
This In large
give state-widprohibition.
and have every
election is the incentive for poll tax modem quantities
for furnishing the
facility
payment all over the state. The
very best rough or dressed
"dry" element is urging every
Lumber
one to be prepared to vote.
The
wets" are equally earnest in their iof Tery description. We are thus
efforts to see that, evprv man ban fl enabled to make the Tery best prices
rieht to cast his hniint jnat Tvhat!for Lumber of such high grade.
be Pleasedv t0 fi&u',e on your
the result of this election will be
not be conjectured with any certain contracts.
ty until after the people have voted.
As is usual in such cases, both sides

THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as good as
private ones. If you

Tha the New ear we are Just enter'2 may be
1 111
VY I N II for each and every one, a Uappy New Year; a
year full of Health and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be

M,uu

I

Will Trade With

II. C. Yontz Jeweler
San Francisco St.

Only

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

-

j

HALF

A

CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O.Box 219

IM

THE CITY

Phone 36
'i

'

VE HAVE EVERY
f 5

nails HARKRE!
WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEKEVERY
ARTICLE WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
'
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
.'v
"'i'!: f; --'
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVEIT. ''"
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND A FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN
ONCE.

.'-

Charles W. Dudrow

m

WSffi--

If it's Hardware

S

'-

We h

i'honn

WHOLESALE

Af D RETAIL

creened

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

KXi.

Telephone

Smithing Coal.

Sawed Wood end Kindling.

75555

Lump

CEREILLCS

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Your flew Year Greeting
Should be accompanied with some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the '"Edison," the sweetest sounding phonograph
made Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE

or you have an engagement where a
carriage is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service and
prices.

WILLIAMS

4 EIS1SG

e

fin r WllnU

TWO

WEEKS

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAX ATI V E BKOMO Quinine Tablets
DruKKists lefund money If it fails to cure K
W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c

'

POTATOES and
SALT.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

:

at various hotels indicating this.

Muralter,

-

INTERNATIONAL STOCK

:

Commencing

the great feature of this carnival,
takes place each year in front of the

j

&

FOR

Only

'

Wholssai

:::::::

Bargains

,

THOYIAS V. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Agent.

Cost Including

Overcoats, SuitsLadies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, Childrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

j

F,

at

-

Phone Red 100

PRANK

Waists

Also ail Winter Goods

of your good deeds never
came to our exchange table." "But,"
said the editor, "the postal authorities are to blame if you didn't receive
my paper." "Then you'll have to go
to the other place and fight it out,"
said St. Peter; J'the postal authorities

Irrigation and Farm

Drawers
Chemise

h--

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW' MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

:

Underskirts

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 20. The
annual spring carnival and battle of
flowers the week of April 21st, commemorating the battle of San Jacin- to, vhen Texas pioneers broke Mexi
can power for all time, promises to
be the greatest gala week in the history of this city and southwest Texas. This annual pageant is auite as
great in every particular as the Veilsd
Prophets of St. Louis or the famous
Mardi Gras of New Orleans.
The
Battle of Flowers, which is always

historic Alamo, thus commemorating
the heroic deeds of those who died
to the last man in the battle that took
place there March 26, 183G.
Preparations for this coming dem-- j
onstration are on a greater scale this
year than ever before. All branches
of business are contributing to make
this the greatest carnival in the his
tory of Texas. Thousands of dollars
have been turned into the hands of
the committee and a veritable stream
of money continues to pour in insuring there will be no lack of cash to
finance the broadened plans already
made. Heretofore, from 50,000
to,
100,000 visitors from all parts of the!
state have spent carnival wpek in
San Antonio.
This year indications
are to the effect that this number will
be very much increased, reservations'

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

"Can't
the record

Lump, nut and

Phone Red 100

Table Linens
Napkins

Public Spiritedness That Shows Why
San Antonio, Texas, Has Out-grown Santa Fe.

Large Tract of Land Within Two and
Three Miles of Heart of Duke
City to Be Purchased.

'

January White Goods Sale

ANNUAL SPRING CARNIVAL
DRAWS MANY THOUSAND.

ALBUQUERQUE WILL HAVE
PERMANENT FAIR GROUNDS

i

Shoe

EUGENIC- - ROMERO

LU

UP.

j

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery

John Pflueger

ROUND

Albuquerque, N. M.. Jan. 20. A
committee of three, consisting of Col.
I stay my haste, I make delays,
For what avails this eager pace? W. S. Hopewell, I.. T. Delaney and D.
II. Boatright, representing the Com
I stand amid the eternal ways,
And what is mine shall know my mercial club, spent several hours yes
reruay looking over various sites in
face.
and about the city, which could be
utilized as permanent fair and exposiAsleep, awake, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking me; tion grounds. The committee was apNo wind can drive my bark astray, pointed
for this purpose several
Nor change the tide of destiny.
weeks ago and will probably report
to the Commercial club at its meetWhat matter if I stand alone?
ing Tuesday night. Practically every
I wait with joy the coming years; year since the fair was founded, thirMy heart shall reap where it has sown ty years ago, it has been held at the
And garner up its fruit of tears.
grounds now known as Traction park.
The park is owned by the AlbuquerThe waters know their own and draw que Traction company, and as was
The brook that springs in yonder pointed out by Col. Hopewell and
netgnt;
others, at a recent meeting of the
So flows the good with equal law
Commercial club, all the improve-- i
Unto the soul of pure delight.
ments made are the property of the
traction people.
The stars come nightly to the sky;
It is proposed to purchase a large
The tidal wave unto the sea;
tract of land within two or three
Nor time, nor space, not deep, nor
miles of the heart of the city, upon
high,
which permanent fair buildings can
Can keep my own away from me.
be erected and a mile track and other
can he built. As the
accommodations
Las Cruces Las New
Light Snow in
Mexico fair is a territorial, and
Cruces was visited by a snow fall,
will be a state institution, for the
which was very light but was at the
benefit of all New Mexico, it is besame time perceptible.
The mesa lieved
that if the proper effort were
land to the north and east received
made an appropriation for the pura heavier fall.
chase of suitable fair grounds may be
No Pass for Editor
An editor was spruired frnm the
Wilnti,ro
tO
asking for admission
neaveil.
Sp.vpml sitfQ worn lnnl-ornjor

FEET

Specialist

QA!LY

Serene, I fold my hands and wait,
Nor care for wind, or tide, or sea;
I rave no more 'gainst time or fate,
For lo: my own shall come to me.

EVERYTHING

Shoe

THE

WAITING.

TlC'KHf-WIT-

FOR

&

No. 40.

Telephone

GIVE CASH REGISTER

acct-pir-

S10

8an 'Francisco

8t

'Phone 136 Red

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When In Need of Anything in tha
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONE RED 122. PHONB RED 1M.

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical
An
not recommen any patent medicine, but
e
DfiarmarV
.T
advise our patrons to consult a regular physician.
llluLy
So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall Itakemy prescription?" If you want
lhffllT'lTlS.tfM
Jp(Q)(FC'Ci
"
" "
Jr
call
service well

Ethical Pharmacy

just what your prescription

a

r

Incorporated 1903

SELI6MAINBR0SC0.

greatly relieved. It is a splendid
ic. I have recommended Cardui
to
many friends, who tried it with good
results." Testimony like this comes
unsolicited, from thousands of earnest
women, who have been benefited by
the timely use of that successful tonic
medicine, Cardui. Purely vegetable,
miid, but reliable, Cardui well merits
its high place in the esteem of those
who have tried it. It relieves women's pains, and strengthens weak
women. It is certainly worth a trial.
Your druggist sells Cardui.

two approaching elections
grows
more intense daily ami all classes
are active. The ministers of this city
held a meeting and provided tor the
distribution of cards in the various
churches Sunday callin.g attention to
the importance of pa ins poll tax.
as an efThis, of course, is
fort of the "dray." I pun the other
hand, the "wets' are quite active and
it is believed that the coming election on the constitutional amendment
will show the' greatest vote in the history of Texas. Those in touch with
conditions declare that this effort on
the part of the men to vote is only in
line with the general
development
spirit that is here iu such a pronounced way.

skin with greasy lotions or fancy
g
whf.n The Capital Pharmacy
will guarantee ZEMO and ZEMO
SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
germ lire that causes the trouble.
ZEMO and ZE.MO SOAP can be
obtained in any city or town in
America and are recognized the best
and most economical treatment for
all affections of tine skin or scalp
whether cn infant or grown person.
One shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and
application of ZEMO will stop itching
and cleanse the scalp of dandruff and
scurf.
We invite you to try ZEMO and
ZEMO SOAP and if not entirely
satisfied we will refund your money.

Established 1856.

for, quick

as

ashigh'grade chemical remember

"'
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tionists, the Influence one would pears to have a mania for playing the
tu must be constitutional.
Neither the people nor the legisla- - draw from Mr. Chews' lctn-- is that "bad man."
the young Italian
ture mav disregard the organic act. jail Corporations for six ! ars are ' Vicente Lorenzo,
FLUSHES.
EDITORIAL
will read painter and Miss Carmeuta Compact.I.), imrennnna sfi.tofin.nn tells ovemnt from taxation: if
na thin means that, the nniv wav to'Hie Article in Question lie will sea la. a comely Italian maiden of the
Lorenzo.
Lorenzo At Snn
south side, were joined in wedlock at. San
is by calling that it reads as follows: "The
(From Today's Albuquerque Journal) amend the constitution
o'clock this! ('.rant county, another rich strike has the Cathedral at
new
to
Will
it.
revise
( a convention
railroads,
exempt
Ilattire
may
Tomorrow
Opportunity Knocks
been added to the many recent ones
A wedding lunch was servFOR RENT Two f irnlshed rooma
morning.
There are only two explanations of ' nt.w sugar factories, new smelter,
You Answer?
located with board, 107 Palace Ave.
has
who
ed at the Hotel Capi'al and it was by N.i'a isso liar-lathem
We
not
shall
and
action.
repeat
punipiv.; plants
((uction works
Master of Human destinies am I;
a large circle of friends. a mito- le ar the town of San Lorenfoot- The public may draw its own conclu- t(jr irrigation work for Not MOKE enjoyed by
Fame, love and fortune on my
FOR RKNT Four room, modern
zo, on the Ml mores river, and about
....
sion.
their
after
siv
years
,i
steps wait;
from the Santa Ki!a dis- house. Apply R. II. Hanna.
four
miles
NOVEL
MAKES
NEGRO
Militia
the
not
.out,Exemptions.
legal
ment." Does
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
PLEA IN POLICE COURT. trict, which shows a high grade of
The evening iconoclast recently mud of the gentleman gi'..sp the difDeserts and seas remote, and passing had the
mili-:id
The immediate section
tent
'
to
mention
the
copper on
FOR RKNT Rooms
temerity
the mutter is enthat
see
and
ference
by
1 GO
was years a bo worked but has been House for housekeeping.
Garcia.
He
Was
h
That
or
Just
of
Passing
Maintains
soon
the
uisla'ure
hands
tirely in the
Hovel and mart and palace,
abandoned .nee. Ihirela has cleared
Through City for Work But Luck
WHO MAY exempt them
late
and in sinking
the old
Him.
Turned
;.
of
Against
White
OAs
ga
every
at
once
not
I,0g'I' a ;;2 degree Scottish ri'e
the
people
Would
I knock
unbidden
discovered the rich body of Ladies breast .in sword and double
bedeeper
rise
to
Iittlli
a
see
nulrn:
to
he willing
If sleeping, wake, ii feasting,
Heward. enquire this of
Pan Antonio, Texas, Jan. 2". Koh-et- l copper sulphide ore. samples of which eagles.
their coal deposits, and a redaction
fore
. .
hi' brought in today ! be forwarded fice.
Uobh
estah!..-at
made
t turn away
it is the hour ot late.
or
Louisiana
a
smelter
negro,
Child,
plant
to an F.l I'aso a.isayer.
The ore will
san or Coyote, and ww l ti..-- not the most uniiue plea for liberty
And they who follow me reach every
run hi ah. It is the intenundoubtedly
e
Smith
from
them
state
he willing to see
FOR SALE A n :r!y r.r-morning ever hoard by the po tion of the new owner ti, put a force
two
2 Typewriter.
Also
No.
Mortals desire, and conquering every
Premier
taxation for a few years t.
lice judge This plea and the fact of men at work at "to e and sink the
.at way
and in
foe
Standard incubators, in perfect, con
started,
liitn
saved
enterprises
two
had
Child
hhat
dollars,
a
to
of
lea feet,
ucp'h
Fe.
present shaft
Save death; but those who doubt or
dition. Apply Rex Alt'. Sir.'
would such enterprises
'"'"'from a turn on the stone pile. When which
will probably t) innns'r.tte the N. M.
hesitate.
of a homestead?
owner
the
of
the charge
vagrancy against
A number
extent of the ore body.
Condemned to failure, penury and woe
His objection to Article Ml
negro was called, he stated his case of other locations will
be made
Seek me in vain, and uselessly im:!
for
''
2, is that it provides
"'las follows: "I come all tie way from in the new district.
TY HVF "IF5
plore;
donated ic,KIOn tlter tor Salitoit.- to git work.
some of our school landmore.
adjusted and repaired. New
I answer not, and 1 return no
Cleaned,
The
Burros
Company!
Copper
(iulf
in
he
is
ami
act,
the
under
enabling
Riiibons and sup- John J. Ingalls.
in the Hur- - plaients furnished.
;u c,nt
croon.
its
ctinr
:,
an
at
ts.
land
the
favor of leasing
States.
sold, exchanged
mountains'wiih
Typewriters
and
it
drills
churn
Painful.
ro
it
he
will
acre and holding it until
aiuKt-nanuiea
rented.
Standard
and
will
be
drill
am
ther
is reported that
There is no spectacle more disagreeworth as much as the school lands of
Notice for Publication.
ffw days. All repair work and typewriters guara
of
next
Kn-- j
within
the
use
that
in
than
the
more
as
put
Inasmuch
painful
able,
Minnesota.
Exst v"
F Typewriter
Department of the Interior,
- land so
There is an unconfirmed rimor that anteed. Santa
man who has held the respect and
aiding act provides that
2?,1.
Phone
0. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. esteem of the majority of his fellow
of
some
change.
for
is
a large deal
pending
donated cannot be sold for ss than;
December 14, 1910.
the principal Leopold and Tyrone
citizens and who has been useful to
V-- '
per acre it is not at all probable
Notice ii hereby given that Pascual' the commonwealth to no mean deAt once girl not under
VYA NTKl
properties, which if consummated will
that it will be grabbed up by spec-- j
who can
Spal.i.-h- .
o!
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on gree, stooping to unworthy methods
20
eais
of
activity
mean the resuming
greater
ulators but that there will he lots tn
with a fair
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and
writ
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XxJS
ad
short
Kuglisli,
August 4, 1905, made homestead en- to gain an end whether his underlya
within
very
in
those
It
camps
to
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.tune.
it left for many years
NE
for NW
experience in a
try, No.
education, anil
i
ing motive be selfish or sincere.
time.
.at any
reasonable
hardly looks
chal.ili.se store, as clerk.
NW 4 ot section 15,
and SE
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general
to
the
cannot
We
latehood
explain
attempt
U. S. SENATOR BOIES PENROSE, one would vote against
Black Hawk Col. J. W. Fleming,
and board.
per un.i.'li
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. attempt at deception by word juggling
with. Harney C'arr in the rich Salary
Will Be Republican Leader of on such immaterial points as these
Who
ne s and state
:
intention
of
Must furnish A
filed
notice
hag
meridian,
which appeared with flaming headin
the
we:
made
k's
which
was
las'
ia
silver strike
Senate and Who is New Mexico's unless as we predicted
r
'eni,a:: i.t job guaranto make final
proof, to e lines in an evening paper Wednesday.
experience.
ISlack Hawk district, Grant county, teed to the right party.
that the gentlemen;
Best Friend at the National Capital communication
Address:
tablish claim to the land above de- Quoting a section of the amendment
wv
;
""j
towards the close of the year, shows The Ios 1'inos Mo r Co.. Ortiz,
i
Statehood out and out
and Chum of Delegate W. H.
U.
who
oppose
or
receiver
before
register
scribed,
article whose plain meaning could
ore
samples of the rich
are only looking for some excuse to;
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M on not possibly
a
be misunderstood,
the
at. an additional depth on the
However,
taken
Constitution.
the
1911.
fight
the 8th day of February,
deliberate attempt is made to befog
MexThe ore continues equally
'property.
great mass of the voters ol New
Claimant nam a as witness:
and attack this self evident meaning
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
las rich at the first discovery, and
and Republican
Democratic
both
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constitution
as
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the
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Vlanueva,
tia
again
of the Interior,
Bentura Anaya,
to confuse some voter.
,
Department
proper-demthe
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will
work is to be pushed
without any 'axes to grind'
Cruz Archuleta, e.11 of Galisteo, N. M.,
United Slates Land Otliee.
To an argument against the act.
We have shown it up once.
on
the
votes
year.
Saturday,
present
their
ty
during
N.
M.
and Julio Montoya, of Palma,
It has been shown that this provi- onstrate by
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1011.
thoroughly expose it we quote again
are satisfied
MANUEL R. OTERO,
sion is a formal one complying with January 21st that they
is hereby given that the folloNotice
will
LETTER LIST.
claimant has filed no- Register.
wing-named
the law of the country, that it is the with the constitution and they
DR. M. P. SKEEN,
overwhelsame as in practically all the other vote for Statehood by an
tice of his intention to make final
Democratic Leader Who Will See to
w
states, the same as in the Arizona ming majority.
it That Artesia. Eddy County
last of letters remaining uncalled proof jn support of his cMm under
A RKITISLICAN.
constitution.
But just to put a final
for in the postoffice at Santa te, n. sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
P.tll. 3, 1S1)1 (2G Stats., S54), as amended
,
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iM, for week ending Jan.two14, weeks
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for
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well to quote the exemptions from
not
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by the act of February 21, 1813. (27
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I walked most ob de wayhe sent to tne aeau
miliita service under the federal laws 20
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
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as follows:
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, V.
Prom the New Mexican of this HaU some fellows, and de say, 'come on, office at Washington.
S. Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, X. M.,
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Archuleta,
'Members of religious sect having
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fallin'
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except such as are exempt by
jlice stops
He names the following witnesses
Ilutcht nsoti, Mrs.
laws of the United States or this
beg your pardon, Mistah Police, give,
to prove his actual continuous adverse
line a chance to pass through your. Hughes, Birdie.
slate."
HernandeH, Luis,
possession of said tract for twenty
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That is, in addition to all the fore.
city.' lie says nixy' and he brings!
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years preceding the survey of the
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mentioned
me up ter
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going exemptions
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township, viz.:
Julian,
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Luck is plumb agin me. When
LAUNDRY
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
.Inramillo. Manuel.
such further exemption as the
r
luck hits agin you, you might as well
Salazar all of Cuba, N. M.
Loune, J. L.
'look
here,
on
hack
and
want.
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people
Any person who desires to protest
I,uktii!S, Pr.
Ye thus patiently explain again to
Luck, here I is, what's yer gwine ter
For Best Laundry Work
the allowance of said proof,
Sherman.
against
McAvoy,
"
or
the few who do not understand
do wid me?'
HON. L. BRADFORD PRINCE
who knows of any substantial rea-- ,
or
Librado A.
Martinez,
have been led astray by lies that
basket leaves Monday Tuesday Making Campaign Tour in Rio Arriba who
son under the laws and regulations
Persabc, Montoya.
no one is going to he conscripted into
County.
ad
cf the Interior Department why such
Returns Thursday
Montoya, Henry C.
Friday.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
militia service against his convicJulanita.
Xarbis,
proof should not be allowed will be
tions. The constitution merely states
AGENCY atO. K. Birber Shopj
Felimon.
given an opportunity at the above--,
Ortiz,
mili
section of the amendment in effect that in New Mexico the
mentioned time and place to cros-ex-- i
Kmelie.
jj the third
Proudfit,
Mrs FCVBROWN AgentPalace.
tia shall be the same as ordained by
the witnesses of said claimant,
William!
amine
article:
Roman.
11.
V.
"achecn,
Wheeler, Chicago:
the laws of the United States.
PhoDeNo. 23 Red
!snd to offer evidence in rebuttal of
A. Tipton.
Sec. 3. If this constitution be in
Quintana. Carmel.
Angeles: X. W. Mt-- J
that submitted by claimant.
itoberts, Harry L..
Gowan. Denver; Frank .1. Ivie, City;1
any way so amended as to allow laws FALLACIOUS ARGUMENTS
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Rodrigues, J. It.
E. ii. flauna, Xew York; J. B. Pfeiff-- j
to be enacted by direct vote of the
ARE ANSWERED.
Register.
Rodrigues, Florentino.
ner, Dubuque, la.; C. M. Anells, CharOpen Day and Night
electors, the laws which, may be so
Mr.
.Mich.
Stanford,
lotte.
j
enacted shall be only such as might Logical Correspondent
of Carrizozo
'
, ;'.1'-.-t,w'1 F V .'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Strosier, May.
'
La Salle Restaurant
be enacted by the legislature under
Claire.
Outlook Demolishes the Criticisms
X.
Xot Coal.)
(0145011
rrioste. Marilla P.
A.
11. C. Ness,
Watson,!
William
the provisions of this constitution.
Democrat
Oaks
Made by White
Velleta. Nick.
Pecos National Forest.
Walter!
CHAS. GANN, Prop
Philin
Chicago:
see
Meyers.
man
blind
could
a
That is. as
Vigil, Marie.
Department of the Interior,
Hughes, St. Joseph, Mo.; Francis Ri-- (
laws enacted by direct legislation, in
Two boors below F. Andrews Store
(Carrizozo Outlook.)
JOHN H. CANNING,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
HON.
Whitman, Jennie B.
La
Junta.
bera.
case we put a direct legislation amend
Sec.
on
Article
IV,
comment
In
his
Lincoln
Waller. Mrs. C. S.
Will Help to Carry
REGULAR MEALS 25c
January 17, 1911.
Montezuma.
ment in the act, must be such as the 1, the gentleman objects to the Refer- Who
Woods. Mary B.
June 11, 190G.
County.
Act,
R.
The
1
A.
could
W.
McGrew.
pass.
legisla endum under the new constitution.
(.
Denver;
legislature
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
In calling for these letteri pieM
Xotice is hereby given that William
ture may pass laws such as are made will merely asK him to tell us what
Tcsiupie; A. II. Schley. Denver;
tat whether "advertised" or not.
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on Novem- the
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
II. W. Koeneke. Wichita; W. 11. Lang- possible by the constitution;
B. C. BTJRKH.
ber 25, 1910, made homestead entry
mines is in from camp on business.
people, if they are allowed to make
Virginia; Walter Pierce. DenPostmaster.
XW
No. 014.".69. for X
SE
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
He drives a spanking team.
Colorado
laws direct, must do the same.
Max
E
jv(l..
nensler,
X
XW
SE
SB
and NE
New York Chop Suey 50c. dish.
this
New
Rosenthal.
morning g, rilps; Kdward
Laws passed by people or legisla- Judge "ilcFie returned
sw 14 XW
SE l i' of SeCt!Pn
COUGH MEDICINE.
A RELIABLE
from a short visit to his home at Las York; W. H. K. Smith, Chicago;
,
32. Township 17 N Range 12 E N.
friend.
.
Mr.
Mrs.
.
and
.
valuable
a
.
Is
III.;
Foley's;
son
DeKalb,
i
family
j,
Avery,
- it
;
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in"
v C. L. Fulton, a nobby young Las jo. W. Huckins, Chicago; A. B. Spen- Honey and Tar fulfills this condition teiftion to
make final five year proof,
'
N.
8th
Mrs Charles Kline,
Fred Metcher. exactly
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Vegan typo, is here on his first, visit cer, Tierra Amarilla;
establish claim to the land above
f .n rner
"Several''"
states:
Denver- H F
I.
Vn.ilncSt
Pa.,
Easton,
lO uie capital
before Register and Recur-- ; described,
Roswell, New Mexico.
Hon. V. A. Greeuleaf, a well known Adams, AlbiHiuerque; .1. H. Banks. Kd- members of my family have been
U. S. land office at Santa Fe,
'
'
ceiver,
colds
the
and
bad
of
by
ed
coughs
"The West Point of the Southwest"
young lawyer oi Aiouquerque, is m ward (.'oners. Salt Lake.
'
on the 13th day of March, 1911.
use of Foley's Honey and Tar and ICoronado.
the city on business.
Ranked bv United States War Depart
Claimant names as witnesses:
d
the'
in
bottle
a
til
never
without
am
Waltz.
John
Esquibel,
D.
H.
Hon.
Moriarty;,
Institution.
Wenger,
ment as "Distinruished
ir-J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry
of schools of Sierra county and a Montoya, Pojoaque; Matias Montoya. house It soothes and relieves the j vera, and Cristino
Army officers detailed by War Depart
loosens
Rivera, all of
and
in
up
"
the
throat
"
Phoenix.
R.
i
Lamont,
prominent citizen of Fairview, is in V. D. Ewing,
ment.
cold. I have always found it a re-- 1 cos, X. M.
the
city.
,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Sold at Capital
Thnroufh Academic course, preparing
If you want anything on earth try liable cough cure."
The Bar Association meets at Judge
'
life.
Register.
business
or
men
Ad.
tor
Pharmacy.
college
Want
Mexican
7:.10
at
New
a
young
Seed's chambers
tonight.
Great amount of open air work. HealthThe "Jolly Twenty Club" havr? ina
vitations in print for a social dance at
iest location of any Military School in
';'
' ' hi '. '
Located in. the beautiful
"'
:
the Hotel Capital on Wednesday evethe- llninn.
r
'
'i i
,
f
, t p
i
ning. It will be followed by a fine
Pecos Valley, the garden spot ot tne
i ' ' "

RESULTS.
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to mal;e anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public state
are but
ments like the following
truthful representations of the daily
.jf.iiw in Santa Fe by Doan's
Kicney Pills.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a
ha" years ago I gave a statement for
publication in regard to my experience with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today I am stronger In my praise of
this remedy than iver. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble
steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what it was
to be free from an ache or pain of
some kind. Soon after I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
aches disappeared and my back became strong."
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
For sale by all dealers.. Price 50
Foster-llilburBuffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
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Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
furnished,
Ten buildings, thoroughly
heated, lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS-- E
A. CAIIOON President,
W, G. HAMILTON, V President;
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. Col. JAS. W. WILSON,
Superintendent.
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RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

GARAGE

supper.
G. W. Hickox has purchased the Mait
, '
jor Breeden fruit farm in Tesuque
In
therefor.
$1,100
valley, paying
M
from
fruit
sales
more
the
two
f. a
'
years
if- t..4..y
the place will pay 20 per cent on
HON. W. B. WALTON,
double the purchase money.
Democratic Leader Who Says Grant
Constable Crutihfield brought up
Pink West from Cerrillos last night
County Will Give Bigger Majoriand placed him in the county jail on
ty for Constitution Than
Santa Fe County.
a fifty days' sentence for firing off
weapons on the streets of Cerrillos.
This is his second offense and he ap- states at present having Referendum
provisions in their constitutions pro
vide for appropriation laws to be referred to the people? And I will also
ask the gentleman if he has read Sec.
-;- ?'-..
8, of Article IX which reads as follows: "No such law (referring to
special appropriation laws) shall take
effect until it shall have been submitted to the qualified electors of the
state, and have received a majority
of all the votes thereon at a general
election," so much for the gentleI
.
si
man's troubles on that point.
f,..,ai. , (L
is
Sec.
to
2,
Article
II,
Objection
certainly unique, as the gentleman
asks the following question: Why
have ALL THE RAILROADS sent
private cars to Santa Fe and wined
Mr. Chew
and dined the delegates?
must feel badly because he was not
a delegate and missed the wining and
dining. But will he mention a Railroad that sent a private car to Santa
Fe and name one ""delegate who was
wined and dined in any private car at
HON. C. R. BRICE,
any time during the convention?
He objects to Article VIII., Sec. Democratic Leader Who is Helping to
Carry Eddy County for
8, and misrepresents a little, a comConstitution.
mon disease with all
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Ready to serve right
from the package with
cream ior milk hot or
cold)a delicious food

This crisp, wholesome
food

has a distinctive,

fascinating flavour
that appeals to the
palates of particular

11

for

any meal

of

the

day.

people.
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Limited

"The Memory Lingers"

Post Toasties are made of white Indian Corn, cooked, sweetened, rolled
into flakes and to a golden brown.
Reaches the comsumer untouched by human hand.
Postum

Cereal Co.,

Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
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IT IS UP TO NEW MEXICO.
TWO TICKETS FOR EVERY VOTER
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
leaders
Owing to
(Continued From rage One.)
and
"for"
and
tickets
officials,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
"against" the constitution were print-ti- l adopt one under which they could
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
MASONIC.
FRANK P. STURGES,
in 0'iual numbers in both languages live
Editor and President.
This has been
Vice President.
prosperously.
iu every county and not only enough done by the convention and I am satJOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureMontezuma Lodge No
to give one ticket of each kind
to isfied that it. will be approved by the
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
every voter, but enough to supply the people and there is no question in my
mar
communication!
voters of two or three bigcer states mind or iu the mind of any one else
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 than Xew Mexico. These tickets will
first
Daily, six months by mail
Monday of eac
familiar
it
that
situation
the
with
Daily per week by carrier
.25
month a Masonic ha)
2.00 be paid for by the United States, on will receive the same
75 Weekly, per year
approval from
Daily, per month, by carrier
at 7.30 p. m.
of Territorial Secretary Na- the President of the I'nited States.
approval
months
1.00
eix
65 Weekly,
Daily, per month, by mail
H. H. 10RMAN,
than Jaffa, who has asked every
"From all I can learn the majority
50
7.00 Week's-- , per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
Acting Master
clerk to print a sufficient num- for the constitution will be large and
ALAN r. McCORD, Secretary.
ber to go around, and to print them I am very
know
to
this
because,
glad
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
in equal numbers of each kind.
In the people of New Mexico in voting
Santa Fe Chapter No. X
The New Mesican is the olde3t newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to Santa Fe, for instance, one industrious on their constitution, have been placed
woman was
broadR. A. M.
Regular conevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation cast tickets today distributingconstitut- in a curious position, unique in the rr
the
vocation second Monday ot
"against"
annals
of
our
Heretofore
country.
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
ion, which had been furnished by every state constitution submitted upeach month at Masonic
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo upon on admission, has been submitted in
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
request of Territorial Secretary Na- connection with an election for state
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
than Jaffa, both being Republicans officers. The
'Jtif.
principals contained in ARTHUT SELIGMAN. Secretary.
and advocates of the approval of the the constitution have been obscured
constitution.
bp personal issues. The merits of
when the last bond and the last in- VOTE!
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
Despite these facts still annthpT the constitution iisolf. have seldom
terest
falls
are
for
due,
coupon
they
ro0rback appears in the attempt to been discussed.
1, K. T. Regular ccmclavt
Everyone entitled to vote should go
us
has
With
there
on tneir judgments Um.e int0 the
UHls
I fourth
f
of (,ln ignorant been no issue but the constitution. It
illness
to the polls tomorrow unit
mims
Monday In eact
wnue tney wait, better interest than the
month at Mnon!c Hall a'
that, it is the has been
notion
ridjcious
him.
are
for:
and
Whether
discussed
you
thoroughly
capacitates
the average county or municipal bond (Wty 0f the
7:30 p. m.
probate clerk to print
analyzed by all thoughtful people and
the constitution or against, it, you
lots "at the county expense" for use its atinroval ia
nowadays.
J. A MASSIE. E. C.
final cn.i rnntpp nf
thp
should record your ballot. The man
These two sections of the New in
elections or to take its merit. Every man who has the
Recorder.
who stays at home at. such a crisis1 Mexico faw are incorporated in the orders on the subject from any politimaterial welfare of New Mexico and
woru
an
Dut
a
is
traitor, this is
ugly
vwniiiimuc unt?t;i. nny ciiizen. his own personal interest at heart; Santa Fe
iaiiuatuiu aci oi congress, uiev t'veu
Lodge of Perfection No. 1
it applies to you if you do not cast provide for a receiver for the countv.
especially any lawyer, Renubli- - should get out Saturday and vote for 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted
your ballot unless serious illness will in case of necessity who shall "dis - c;ul' Democrat, Socialist, Prohibition. the constitution."
Scottish Rice ot Fiee Masonry meeti
not permit you to leave your bed. charge such neglected or
'
""si. or wnat you will, can read as
on tne third Monday of each montE
nnpei form- Returns
Sunday.
will
a
be
not only
he nins. Section 18 of Chapter 105, of '
And you
traitor,
duty or dlltil,s .md shaU immedi 7:S? 'clock ln the evening u
Delegate Andrews was interviewed Masonic
but a coward, if you avoid your plain; , , (",lf ..,. ti. ncrlnrmance rlipro- - t,le Session Laws of V.m, and plainly
Hall, south side of Plaz
on
:
do
of
ne
if
the
di(1
What
the
think
it.
Postmas-man,
not
know
llis('ovpr'
you
before
telephone today by
duty.
Notice the word "immediately"?
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
U,X:
mL
is
attacked by And what is that, duty? Not only to
ter E. C. Burke. Mr. Andrews said dially Invited to attend,
who, when his country
",outre cierws are not
a foe, either from the outside or from
a special tax levy" but
also ","il'(,d to I,rint 1)a,lols for any other that he expects to see the constitu
JOHN W MAYES 32
cicLiiuiiB
ruIumcers m tion carry by at least fifteen thou-- :
within, who is not willing to rush to "adequately to assess property and'
Venerable Master
which
the
elector
or
:
of
wuat
the
any
elect sand majority. The delegate stated HENRY F.
its defense mat is exactly
tid collect taxes for such
jevy
32,
STEPHENS,
ore
within
his
county participate."
others will think of you if you do not Lst.'
that he expects to return to Washing-- ,
again the words "special
Secretary.
vote tomorrow. A greater battle will!t!iX,' and "adequately assess," and The like provision occurred in sec- ton Sunday, and therefore it will bo ......
,J,-t,n- J
tion 3 of Chapter 127 of the Laws of
be decided than any that has ever vollect," not merely "levy."
impossible for him to visit Santa Fe
V.m.
B
O
It
is
P
E
with
reference
only
elec"
to
been waged in New Mexico. Upon
or any other city. He has a good deal
In other words, the law does not
nt Fe
No- 460' B- - p- - O.
its decision depends the welfare of only go to the tax levy, but also to tions of "public officers," that "the of business to attend to in Albuquer-- ;
and distributing of all balsession on the ec
future generations and you cannot af-- the assessment, and the tax levied printing
and
and
que
tomrrow,
every
today
fgular
lots mentioned in this act (Laws of
Wednesday of eact
ford to skulk or to hide until after .,,.. ,,,,..
moment of his time will be taken up "?
f.,. nf a 0,10inl t!
1H09, page 28a, section 18) shall
be un-- 1 he starts back for
V:S'ting
the fray is decided. Your vote counts That jg the thjng Umt .g hangjng over done under
Washington. Md welcome.
the supervision of the
A. J. FISCHER,
as much as that of any leader, or of Santa Fe. that has rigntened
chairman of the county committees Add Statehood
away
J. D. SENA.
Exaltet Rulet
ot
the
as
that
any officer, as much
i( ,
nrevented develonmpnt : of the county in which any such elec
h
Albuquerque Meeting.
Secretary.
c nneu oiaie
Himme
oi
has kept people from building homes tion is to be held."
presiuent
Delegate W. If. Andrews, who reself. Says the Albuquerque Morning and business
blocks:
No statutory
has dumped
is
turned
made
provision
by
yesterday from Washington,
F. W. FARMER.
in
same
thoughts
Journal, with the
Santa Fe in the small city class, and New Mexico for the
printing at pub- and other speakers will address a
mind:
Homestead No. 7829.
has been the wet blanket on enter- lic expense of the ballots to be used
meeting at Albuquerque tonight and
Tomorrow the people of New Mex- prise and progress
at, bond elections and
Brotherhood of American "Yeoman
other
plans will be prefected for the busireon
of
ico will vote
the question
elections.
The question at ev- est day tomorrow since the league Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
the situation is not
Fortunately,
maining a territory, or becoming a hopeless.
Delgado's Hall.
vote tomorrow in ery such election is one to be an- was organized. A grand final effort
state of the union. It is not hard to favor of By your
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
swered. "Yes," or "No," or in some will
the
can
out. every sinConstitution,
to
you
made
be
bring
r
fifty-yeaA
be.
the
will
tell what
result
Farmer.
help lift that burden from the shoul equivalent simple form. The proposed gle vote in the county and city and:Cor- Sec- - Mrsfight docs not incline a people ders, not only of the present taxpay-- j constitution is very clear on this sub- see
that
every man in favor of state- to throw away victory when it is in
voter
ject.
can WRITE his own
Any
ei's, but. from the shoulders of every
ballot tomorrow "For la Constitu- hood casts his ballot at the polls.
their grasp.
man, woman and child in Santa Fe
is plenty of work to be done at
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
lint it cannot be too strongly im- county, for
tion," or as he pleases, "Contra la There
they all suffer from the
the last minute and it is the desire to
MexiNew
on
the
of
citizens
or
pressed
"Against the Consti- bring right home to every voter the
lack of development and growth of (.onstitucion',
tution" using both languages.
co that they MUST VOTK.
this, the most attractive city on the
of his
own individual
Don't leave it to your friends and American continent.
i.esiues tne proposed constitution importance
vote.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
allows
to
a.
voter
statehood
for
assure
use
every
to
nrintert
neighbors
i ,
,,
...
...
,.
will
be
will
a
It
there
,
big
meeting
New Mexico; the question
aI1
comes
aic
uinu n mmselt nr
nave any one else print it. or
the final
home to you personally; it. affects
iv be enthusiasm to burn;
Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
The
and
tax
rate
the taxes are highjto the benevolent Tribune-Citizen- ,
or day's campaign of 1he
your own pocketbook it affects your
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
own personal rights as an American; enough in Saua Fe. They are too bummers Burkhart, or either political statehood forces will be outlined and
EASLEY & EASLEY,
But lead pencils every man who is interested in a big
it means prosperity and happiness high. Under a proper assessment central committee.
Attorney-at-Laand paper are cheap and easy. No majority for progress and
for you.
they would be considered confiscatory.
ment. will be on hand. Delegate An- You can help lower the tax rate by county is required to print
More than that. New Mexico citiballots, and it is due to Secre- drews fresh from Washington will
zens are not now deciding merely voting for the conslitution and stateWILLIAM McKEAN
Jaffa and
Attorney
General have some things to tell the people
their own destiny; they are deciding hood tomorrow. Statehood will bring tary
m
t
cum--Buoneyai-uato
the
to tne remnant left of the, that will raise the pnthiiRinsm
the destiny o their posterity for un- a gift of lands worth at least
Mining and Land Law.
vluu.uuu
notch.
to
top
will
appropriated
by
Congress
That
some
numbered generations.
in a
help
New Mexico
jTaos,
Denial From Raton.
We are not acting solely for a state whose expenses do not reach neip us to immediate Statehood and
and
to
the
third of a million people; we may bo $1,000,000 a year, will it not? Eut Independence,
Raton, N. 31., Jan. 20. Great innun leauers ot Doth parties, that all
C. W.
WARD
millions.
New there are other helps. The constitu- was aroused by a copy of
acting for several
dignation
wnatever their political pref- Thati
Territorial District Attorney
Tribune-CitizeMexico will support them; they are tion abolishes the fee svstem.
of Albuquerque
the
Pnce' whetDer the dignity of a state
bound to come; the land of opportu- will help pay your county expenses, 01' the
which reached here .this afternoon,! For San Miguel and Mora Counties
deSral"tn of a Territory, are charging
It
will
the
Santa
Fe
Pacific
New Mexico
compel
to
them and
that an attempt was made in Las Vegas,
nity is the beckoning
indebted
from saving them the enor
Colfax county to suppress the printed the lure of the sunshine and of for- to pay its proportion of taxes. The mous trouble and
expense of writing ballots against the constitution. Pro-tune is bringing them. Under state large land grant owner, under the con- "PRO" or "CON" on
a slip of paper.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
w ill have to pay taxes in the
stitution,
bate Clerk E. G. Twitty has been too'
will
come
hood they
by myriads.
Attorneys-at-Lasame proportion that the small land
to
ill
at
be
his
on
but
office,
A majority of a few thousand may
Thursday
There is no constitution
owner
was a committee called on
Practice In the District Courts a
Clerk
Deputy
save the day; an overwhelming land- more. must pay. That will help some cter formulated which takes that
such ex- A. L. Boyle asking for tickets against well as before the Supreme Court of
slide will do more; it will forever esWithin a few years, there will be no tended care and gives such eeneral the constitution, or whether they the territory.
tablish New Mexico's standing among school taxes to
ofi recognition to the claims of the Iabor- - would be
pay. the grant
New Mexlcu
Las Crucss,
permitted to get a
the states of the union. It will be snlinr.l Iniirlc ivill
man.
,.
f l
of the signature of Clerk Twitty
stamp
irthe final, unaswerabie, compelling
nrov"ies for an eight hour day
It will in addition furnish free text!
to be printed on ballots against thej
RENEHAN & DAVIES
resistible demand of a sovereign peo- books for your children, build a mod-!0"- .
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Dr. Rteds cushioned soled shoes for men will cure
all you foot trouble Feels like a kid
ard y u will
never notice that you have or. a new pair cf shoes.
One price everywhere. $5 CO.

William Gregg, hotel proprietor:
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Peters Diamonds Special
dress shoe for old or young
men. Vici Kid Bal Webster
Isst treated sold. A shoe that
will make ths boys ask where
Sells for five
dollars anywhere but we only
ask you $4.50.

OTHER BRANDS FROM $2.00 TO $3 00
THAT WILL GIVE YOU PERFECT SA:
:
TISFACTION : :
OUR LADIES SHOES ARE THE NFW-ESSNAPPIEST, BEST WEARING PERE
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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Light Company

Mexican Printing
Co.,
Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
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IDEAL

COLONIAL

Three diiTerent and distinct types of SloliVSrnieiw "Elasmade in dull or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casoak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. W e car-- tj
the goods in stork, "ith p'ain, leaded or plate glass doers.
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Connection made with Automobile p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosD. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. ro. for north.
well at 8: SO a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 8:30 p, m. Automobile leaves
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
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New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
.
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ior ipfttnacuc, t uucumausiu,
$5.80 end between Torrance and 34 east and 83 south and west
iuucy ur Diauucr ixcUDle, and urinary TrrtLiriilaritiea.
i
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
Foley's Kid." Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor, FrtU3
mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard. No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
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III EACH TO
and Cistnc
nilf and exhib
ample Latest Mudel "Ranppr" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents verwbtftt
making money fast. Write forfull particulars and siectal offer at one,
NO MUSKY KKUl'lKKW until yoa receive andapproveol your bicycle. We ihip
to anyone, anywhere in the V. S. without a cent deposit in advance, prepay freight, ai-allow TEN 1A1S' FREJS TKIAL during wlkh time you may nde the bicycle and
pui 11 10 any ic&i you itwisn. 11 you are tnet not pertectiy sansnea or ao not nua w
keep the bicycle ship back to us at our expense and you witt net i out one cent,
We furnish the highest grade bicycles it is possible to mtVa
PTflP PRSPF at
4 HWlUn I
one small profit above actual factory cost. You save io
to $25 middlemen's profits by buying direct ot us and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle. IH MOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anyott
at any price until you receive our catalogues and leant our unheard of factory
Prices and remarkable special offer to riUur agentt.
when vou receive our beautiful catalorae and
lUU n3LL RP ACTflNKUPn study our superb models at the wonderfully
iow pnees we can make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money
than arv o'.h- -r factory. We are satisfied with ii.oo Drofit above factory cost.
IS14JYC.L.K
DKAKKKS you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate ai
1 7 rtftiinie
our r.r.ces. Orders tilled tne u;iy received.
il
KKfUNU 11ANO lilCYCL.F.9. We do not regularly handle second Tiand bicycles, twit
::i3lly have a numler on hand t.iken in trade hy our Chicago retail stores. These we cler out
or
rri.niiit v ar nnri r;ineintr iron cs- - ui
Descriptive bargain lists mailed free.
hi n trie wiiet'is, imouritd roller cnHins and
parts, repairs ?r
wwKJii-JtHlVtequipment of all kinds at half Hit usual retail prices.
IVANTED-AniDEffAG-

PROHIBITIONIST.
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A SAMPLE PAIR
TO IH1RQDUCE, QKLY

rfiail price of these tires it

The regular

per pair, but to introduce ive will ifer
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ASK FOR TICKETS

aXtar
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SHIP YOUIl FK EIGHT
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Paso

Southwestern

System

East or West

The Best Route

-

m

EUGENE

FOX,

F.&P.

self-sae- r;

rip-hl-

.

....

.

1

WHEN GOING

FAST OR WEST
use the

Pf

'

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

.

Tll

T0

So

"vT

p,tm,.

UNION DEPOT,

j

iiianir jci vtltiiatilcana uueunisiuewiui

fitwi in! (inriii; v 01 rubber, wiucii never ueconics
and win ft lnjf iin stimil minctures v?iinout miiow porouiineth'-rdrtoc.-!atw. We have hundreds of letters from satis-

fl

Notice the thick rubber treac:
MA" and puncture strips MH
pumped
tatingthattheirtireshaveonlybeeu no more
and
Ml," al8o rtm atrip U"
than
uponcor twi je in a whole season. They weigh
to
prevent rim cutting. This
given
anordinary ure, the puncture resisting qualities beingou
will ontiaat any other
tire
fabric
the
miike-SO- FT,
by several layers ot thin, specially prepared
aad
tread. Therc'iularpriceof these tiresis8.5o per pair, but for
HAS RIDING.
ndvc.-ti.1Mir Ti.irooses wHrmakintrasnecial factory oriee to
tne naer ui ; niy $4.00 per pair. All oruerssmppeu same uay icner is receiveu. we snip v. u. if.
we wl auow a easn aiscount or 5 per cent iincrcoy mating tne price
per pair;ii
You run no
risk
send FLI.i. CASH WITH OKDEU aud enclose this advertisement.
; ra mawr
tut rtnniB ot fklltt rnvnns if for nnv rrawn tllV
cr.tirltner ,ia on nrp. mm
not satisfaelorv on examination. We are cerfectlv reliable and money sent to us is as safe as
mn iiu
wm una mat
win nue
bant. II you order a pair ot tnese tires, you liri
at anv Drice.
Ynr laf Intivran lrv f Biiin av vmi hnve everineyused or seen easier,
know that you will beso well pleased that when you want a bicycle you wul give us vour or
w want you to seua us a trial oruer atonce, Hence this remaruaoie lire oner.
tina u any pnet umu yoo scim iot a psir
S" VfiSt fWC.
MiKTen TrmriO oon't tuy ifFuncture-Proof
tires on approval and trial
IrtiLH Hedgethorn
aoove: or write lor uui uig i nc uu auumj wwwjus w
tne special inirounciory price
fiedcu.-'omcr-

It ittfJ

,i

n

I

,n,m

offers we are making,

IL

it

iri.V

.t

hu tv,

utBi

nric-e-

but wr.'te us a ptai today, bo not
only cosis a postal to leara everythiuit Write it

MfiT WAIT

r

i

think of buying

HEAD CYCLE CG'..PANYf

Mey

sow.

CHICAGO,

"
'
Justice of the Peace and Constable

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal.)
(06S72
County, said election to be held on Department of the Interior,
the second Monday of January, being
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 9th, 1911.
January 7, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Adelai-dsame
The board appoints the
Martinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
judges of election to serve in this
election that were appointed to serve on July 10, 1905, made homestead
for W
NW
in the Special Election for the adop- entry No.
W
SW
Section 24, Towntion or Rejection of the Constitution.
14 N., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
The following exemptions were al- ship
has filed notice of intention
Petrolino Lopez, Pt. 15 for Meridian,
lowed:
to make final five year proof, to eg
years 1909, 1910; Carlota H. De
tablish claim to the land above dePt. 17 for the year 1909. The
before the register or receiv-account of Seligman Bros. Co., for fi- - scribed,
M
or TT 3 lnnrl rfftro flnntn To
hug cases in the oftice of the County !(m fte 23d day Qf February( 19n
for
School
the; claimant names a switnesses:
Superintendent,
amount of $137.95 was allowed and
0ctabiano Rodriguez, Jose Ynez
the clerk was ordered to issue a war- - Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
rant for the same.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,
There being no further business
the Board adjourned.
Register.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman of the Board.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Are tonic in action, quick in results.
Attest:
A special medicine' for all kidney and
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
bladder disorders. Mary C. Abbott,
Clerk of the Board.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, January 3, Wolfeboro, N. H., says- - 'I was afflicted with a bad case of rheumatism, due
1911.
failed
Board of County Commissioners to uric acid that my kidneys
so
was
I
blood.
to
of
out
clear
my
met at 9 o'clock a. m., in their reguthat
and
back
lame
in
feet,
my
joints
lar meeting. Present Hon. I. Sparks, it was
agony for me to step. I used
Chairman, Jose Ortiz Pino, and AlfreFoley Kidney Pills for three days
Geo.
and
do Lucero, Commissioners,
ivlin T voa nhlo tn cot iin nnrl mrtVA
W Armijo, Clerk, and C. C. Closson,
about and th(J painR were aU gone
Sheriff.
This great change In condition I owe
was appointed Jan- t0 p0ley Kidney Pills and recommend
MarcosAnaya
itor of the Court House for three them to anyone suffering as I have."
months, beginning January 1st, 1911. -- Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
The exemption was allowed to Kat-alio

8391-0687-

2

!

1ST

j
j
j
'

j

n

Tobias for the year 1910.
and Treasurer is
The Collector
Viprphv directed to revise his assess-- '
ments against R. A. Davidson for the
year 1910, in Precinct No. 4, Bounded North Archibeque, East Hitchcock,
The
South Baker, West Haeffner.
total assessment, $6(32.00.
The following road supervisors,
were appointed for the year 1911:
District No. 1, Ricardo Alarid, District No. 2, Antonio Montano, District
No. 3, J. D. C. Valencia, of Precinct

RAf.M OF TIMBF.R.. District No. 3 Albu- querque, N. M. January 6, 1911, Spilled
mas marKeo ouimue riu iiinut'i- jmiiw
nitration. Nov.l. 1910. Pecos" and addressed
to the District Foi ester, Allniq nerque, NewMexico will be received up to and lncludInK the 12th (lay of February 1911 tor an
merchantable dead timber standing or
down, and the live timber marked for
est officer, on a designatcutting by the Foi
ed area of about 480, acres, being that part
of Sec. 26, T 18 N.R, 12 E, N. M. P. M. lying
south of Willow Oreek. surveyed land
within the Pecos National Forest. New
Mexico, estimated to be 600,000 feet B. M.
of Western Yellow pine, Douglass fir, and
Enaelman spruce saw and tie timber, more
M, feet
or less. No bid of less than $2.50
considered and a deposit of
B, M. w
$500 must Se sent to the First National
Bank, Albuquerque. New Mexico, for each
No. 6.
bid submitted to the District Forester.
Timber
upon valid claims is exeinped from
The Board then adjourned.
sale. The right to reject any and nil bids
The Board met as per adjournment is reserved, For further Information
sales address Forest Hupervisor
Pecos National Forestl Pecos, New. Mexico,
EARLE
on
H.OLAPP.Acting District Forester
(Continued
Page Seven.)
-
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Stamps

I

?

Ro-we-

,TV

"'

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

i

i
j

-

(

down-trodde-

ii

!,..,,

9

WHEN YOU FINU YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBEH
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

..

substitute.

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
inches Ions
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
15t
line
on
Each additional
stamp,
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-I'n- e
Stamp, over 6 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same arlce.
on 8tamp count as two lines.)
lines
(Curved
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Inch Inch In slz. we Chars
Where type used is over
Inch or fraction.
line for each one-ha-

16s

One-lin- e
.

20c.

2

one-hal-

25

for on

lf

DATE8, ETC,
anv town and date for
In
Ledger Dater month, day and year
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP PADS.
26 cents; 2
15 cents; 2
18 cents; 2x3
75 cents.
.?-- !
3
50 cents: 4 2
15
Lrw--

nater

.N
.35

l.M
1.5C

Fac-8ml- le

SELF-INKIN-

cents;

14,
FOR TYPE, irECIMEN8

NEW

felCAJS

t--

ADDKE

PRINTING

SANTA FE, NEW V.tXICO.

1

50

t

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

rKIDAY, JANUARY 20, 1911.
!

REPORT OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS.
Continued

A GREAT

After a long wasting illness, conva-lescents require nourishing food that ;
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, all mem- will not overtax the digestive funcbers present.
tions and in the way of a strengthTn the ma ttpr nf Dnrothv Anderson,
tonic,
restoring and vitality-makinthe x'e now of nothing that equals Vinol.
Xo.
in
3, for
Precinct
it' appeared 0,lr delicious cod liver and iron tonic
1909
assessment,
that the same
being a double ivi'hout oil.)
Vinol creates an appetite,
assessment, having been assessed.
against Hans Anderson, the Collec- lisbrs good digestion and helps the
tor and Treasurer, is hereby directed, daily food to make rich blood, form
to correct his tax rolls for the year flesh, strong muscles and impart new
190ft, as to show only one assessment life and vitality to every organ in the
against said property, and to strike body. We ask those who need a mean?
out the assessment against Dorothy strength and flesh building tonic re"I'm a wagon," said the soldier,
Anderson, and it appearing that the storative to call at our store and get "and I've eot. n vhwl nff "
a
with
Vinol
the
understandof
bottle
too
property having been assessed
not help them we
high, and having been called to the ing that if it does
A GOOD SUBSTITUTE.
attention of the Board, the District will refund their money without ques
tion. Capital Pharmacy.
Attorney is hereby requested to have
said assessment adjusted, by the
Court, granting the said Hans Ander- Warrant No. 12218, R. II. Hanna, Ac-

'

'

Tit-tut- a

Sl

Es telle Does Miss Scads
much in charity work?

$1.C33.S2.
V.

Conway,

V.

Conway.

It was only the
paid $100 for a

VICTIM ALL RIGHT

i

j

'

i
i

'

I

ll

L
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

i

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
1 to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.
i

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

ments in its local pape

s.

It is a BUSINESS
Knlcker You

look

tired.

the matter?
Bocker

What's

I've been a victim to neu-

ralgia for four days.
Knicker Did you have it so severely?
Bocker I didn't have it My wife
had it
TOO BAD

Til

fcJ

i !'

vertising pays. That

MAXIM universally accepted
is, if it is done right.

that

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not

hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

1:1

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

'

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
$1 the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" too1 in'$lST 000 in sub4
scriptions. The readers who had that mu oh for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must lei them know that
1 you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it"
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
1
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
1
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

Mr. Knocker I had little faith in
the curative properties of your medicine.
The Agent But it cured you?
Mr. Knocker Yes, of even the little
faith I had in it.

NOBLE WOMAN

County Commissioners.

Notice of Intention to make final
Warrant No. 12199, R. J. Palen, Inter2
sheet
proof,
est Court House Vouch Ipi 76.66.
Additional Entry,
sheet
Warrant No. 12200, Jacob Weltmer,
2
320 Homestead Entry,
Stationery, $5.10.
Warrant No. 12201, Jacob Weltmer, sheet
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of ApStationery, $20.70.
Warrant No. 12202 John Pflueger, plicant, full sheet
sheet
Relinquishment,
Merchandise, $2.75.
sheet
Township Plats,
Warrant No. 12203, Reyes Montoya
Township Plats, full sheet
Merchandise, $6.00.
General Blank.
Warrant No. 12204, Santa Fe W. & L.
Bond for Deed. 2 sheet
Co. Water & Light, $132.80.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Warrant 12205, Santa Fe Electric
sheet
Bond, Genera! Form.
Light Co., Light, $56.00.
Certificate of Marriage, 7&o per doz.
Warrant No. 12206, L. A. Harvey, In
2
sheet

I

jJ
1

j

Dr. J. A. Rolls,
DR. DAVID KNAPP, Health Offi
Medical Attendance, $10.00.
cer.
Warrant No. 1218S, J. T. Sandoval,
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
Int. Probate Court, $10.00.
I. SPARKS, Chairman.
Warrant No. 121S9, Trinidad Alarid,
Attest: GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
v
Assessor's Fees, $3.10.
Warrant No. 12190, George W. ArmiBLANKS.
jo, Salary etc., $269.55.
Western
Warrant No. 12191, The
Printed and for sate by New Mexi
Union Tel. Telegrams, $2.36.
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Warrant No. 12192, Jose S. Gonzales, Mex.
of
J. of P. Fees, $11.25.
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheet,
Warrant No. 12193, H. S. Kaune, MerDesert Land Entry, Declaration of
chandise, $2.00.
full sheet
Warrant No. 12194, Winter Groc. Co., Applicant,
2
Merchandise, $4.20.
Deposition of Witness.
'
Warrant No. 12195, Antonio G. Armi- sheet
Final Proof. 4 372a. 2 sheet.
jo, J. of P. Fees, $16.00.
2
Contest Notice,
sheet
Warrant No. 12196, Joseph Granito,
fi 1 oneet.
Yearly Proof,
Pauper Coffin, $36.00.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
Warrant 12197, Seligman Bros. Mer2
sheet
chandise, $62.00.
Affidavit of Contest Against Non- Warrant No. 12198, New Mexican
2
Resident Entryman,.
sheet
Printing Co., Printing, $76.00.
12187,

,

-

spend

Carpet, $12.85.

j

No.

"

lummlng gown.

-

Salary etc., $102.00.

Oh! yes.

Edith

other day that she

Warrant No. 12222, New Mexican
Printing Co., Printing $25.15.
Warrant No. 12223, New Mexican
Printing Co., Printing, $4.65.
Warrant No. 1224, U. S. Bank and
Trust Co., Interest, $61.70.
Warrant No. 1225, U. S. Bank and
Trust Co., Interest, $9.93.
Warrant No. 1226, First
National
Bank, Interest, $2,151,69.
Warrant No. 12227, Wood Davis
The Bugs My! this is fine, It re- Hardware Co.. Interest. 18.00.
minds me of Niagara.
Warrant No. 12228, Seligman Bros. &
Co., Furniture, $900.00.
Warrant No. 12229, Seligman Bros.,
Q"lte TrU8
Furniture, $267.28.
Warrant No. 12230, J. L. Seligman, j "What do you think that madcap
for J. of P. Fees, $2.00.
Gladys said when I persuaded her to
Warrant No. 12231, C. E. Butts, Keys read Dante's 'Inferno' to Improve her
taste?"
for Court House, $2.00.
'WThat was it?"
Whereas, section 4, of Chapter 99,
of the session laws of 1910 direct, the' "That it was such a pity there were
In those days, for picBoard of County Commissioners
to no postcards
of Dante's journey would have
contract with some physician, who tures Buch
hot stuff."
been
shall be the County Health Officer
of said county, annually at the Janu
ary meeting of said Board.
Making Her Suspicious.
And Whereas, the Board of County
"What makes you so dissatisfied
Commissioners have this fourth day with your bonnet?
of January 1911, appointed Doctor
"I'm afraid it doesn't look well on
David Knapp as County Health Offi- me."
"What in the world makes you think
cer, of the County of Santa Fe, under
the terms and requirements of said that?"
law.
"Every woman I know says It looks
$50.00.
Now therefore, this contract made JU8t lovely on me."
Warrant No. 12170, Mulligan & Ris- and entered into between
the Board of
ing, Paupers coffin, $10.00.
county Commissioners for the County
THE FIRST BALLAST.
A.
W.
Warrant 12171,
Bernard, Fees, of Santa Fe, Party of the First
part, '
$8.88.
and Doctor David Knapp, of City and
Warrant No. 12172, Dr. David Knapp, County commissioners
for the County
Medical Attendance, $50.00.
New Mexico, party of the Second
,
Mander-fieldWarrant No. 12173, Eugenia
part.
Rent of House, $6.00.
Witnesseth, that for and in considWarrant No. 12174, Celso Lopez, eration
of the conditions and require
Stamps etc., $71.90.
ments herein after specified
the
Warrant No. 12175, Jose Ortiz Y Pino, Board of
County Commissioners, does
Comm. Salary etc., $114.25.
hereby name and appoint the said
Warrant No. 12176, Cas. C. Closson, Doctor David
Knapp to be the Health
Sheriffs Fees, $1S96.72.
Officer for the County of Santa Fe.
Warrant No. 12177, May C. Closson,
It is here agreed between the par
Stenographer's Fees, $34.50.
ties hereto that the said Dr. David
Warrant No. 12178, Seferino Baca, Knapp, shall receive and be
paid thej
Depty Sheriff's Fees, $150.00.
sum ci fifty dollars as an annual sal
AssesA.
M.
Warrant 12179,
Ortiz,
ary in the nature of a retainer, and
sor's Fees, $124.25.
shall be paid a reasonable sum for
Warrant No. 121S0, Ricardo Alarid, J. special services rendered at the in
of P. Fees, $96.65.
stance and request of the said Board
Warrant No. 12181, Valentin Medra-no- , and as
agreed under the duties of his
Constable Fees, $11.50.
office, and Law governing the same.
Dis121
C.
B.
No.
S2,
Abbott,
Warrant
The second party agrees not to
trict Attorney's Fees, $250.00.
for services except as first aucharge
Captain Noah Here, trim the boat;
Warrant No. 12183, Santos Ortiz, J. thorized and ordered by the said
she's leaning to the starboard!
of P. Fees, $70.55.
Board.
Mate Ham Come, boys, shove the
Warrant No. 121S4, Mrs. E. C. Abbott,
In witness whereof
the parties elephants to the port side.
$12.10.
Stenographer,
have hereunto set their hands and
Warrant No. 121S5, Alfredo Lucero, seals this 4th day of January A. D.,
Commissioner. Salary etc., $110.65. 1911.
Warrant No. 12186, I. Sparks, Comm.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman Board of DREADFULLY GOOD SWEARER.
Warrant

r

,

'

count of Assessor,
9U6. $71. 08.
Warrant, No. 12219, Trinidad Alarid,

Assessor's Fees 1909-10- ,
Warrant No. 12220, J.
Stationery, $27.40.
Warrant No. 12221, J.

r

,

DEAL

In a certain camp a battalion was
being instructed on "How to take a
convoy through oHn country." One
company was told oft to represent a
convoy, the men being instructed that
they were to represent horses, cows
and wagons.
After being halted a short time the
advance signal was given and the convoy moved on, but the major noticed
that one man continued to lie down,
and, galloping up to him in a raKO,
said: "Man, why don't you advance?"
The soldier replied:
"I can't, sir."
Major You can't? What do you

from Page Six.

of ?200.00 and the
total assessment to be $50,00.
In the matter of the applications of
Wild Animal bounties, the Board being in doubt as to the claims that
should be paid first, the Board directed the clerk to arrange all claims
in conformity with Chap. 104, Laws
1909, approved March the 18th, 1909.
The Board then took a recess until
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock a.
m.
The Board met at 9 o'clock a. m.,
January 4th, 1911. Present Hon. I.
Alfredo
Lucero,
Sparks, Chairman,
Commissioner,
George W. Armijo,
Clerk.
The quarterly accounts for the
quarter ending December 31, 1910,
were examined and approved, and the
Clerk instructed to issue warrants for
the same.
Warrant No. 12161, Victor Ortega,
Probate Judge, Salary, $100.00.
Warrant No. 12162, Rafael Maestas,
Road Supervisor, $506.00.
Warrant No. 12103, Reyes Naranjo,
Road Supervisor, $46.50.
Wrarrant No. 12164, Rafael Granito,
Road Supervisor, $456.50.
Warrant No. 121C5, Alvino Montoya,
Lumber for Road, $25.
Warrant No. 12166, Donaciano Urioste, Road Supervisor, $500.00.
Warrant No. 12167, Manuel Montoya,
Constable Fees, $8.50.
Warrant No. 1216S, Matias Montoya,
Constable Fees, $9.90.
Warrant No. 12169, C. M. Conklin, Inspector of Weights and Measures,

PAGE JEvEN

M.

DISABLED.

CONVALESCENTS

son the exemption

f

'

The
Mr. Balntley That parrot I bought
Mrs. Brown Only think, John! Mrs.
of you last week swears dreadfully.
Jones has left her drunken husband
The Bird Man You surprise me. I and gone home to her mother!
Mr. Brown (sighing) Ah! A woman
thought he was quite an expert.
will do anything for a man who drinks.

13

1
5

"lew 1 exican"

gees into the
onie s of S aula Fe and it reaches I
every po office in lew ilexico
3

1--

,

1-- 2

2

1-- 4

1--2

1-- 2

surance, $57.75.

Convincing Testimony.
Evidence given at the inquest on a
traveler found dead on the bank of
the Maranoa river (Queensland) :
Witness I passed the camp In the
morning to work. I noticed the bot
tle of whiskey was full. I thought
the man was asleep. When I re
turned in the evening and the bottle
of whiskey was still full I knew the
man was dead. Sydney Bulletin.

Thrift

Official Bond,

Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
Warrant No. 12207, I. Sparks, Manaof Mortgage, full sheet
ger, Telephone, $6.00.
sheet
Application for License,
Warrant 42208, Capitol Coil Yard,
sheet
Retail Liquor License.
Coal, $56.00.
Notice of Conveya.ee,
sheet
Warrant No. 12209, Eligio Madrid,
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
Janitor (night),
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Warrant No. 12210, Santa Fe Hard
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
ware, Supplies, $128.55.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Warrant No. 12211, Seligman Brcs.,
Application for Marriage License,
Supplies, $13.00.
2
sheet
Warrant No. 12212, Juanita 4uintana.
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet
Washing Towels. $1.75.
Certificate of Death, 4 sheet
Warrant No. 12213, Benito Alarid,
Butchers' Shipping Notices, 1- Court House Janitor, $150.50.
sheet
Warrant No. 12214, Ambrocio Ortiz,
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
County Jailer, $120.00.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Warrant No. 12215, R. H. McKenzie,

1

"Let's go down and see the Hinky
Dink burlesquers. Living pictures

.41

1-- 2

"What's the price of admission T"
"Oh, fifty cents will get you a good

2

2

2

1

seat"

'Tshawl I can buy a magazine for
dime that contains at least a dozen
union suit advertisements."

a

The Onlooker.
"That man doesn't play billiards, I

presume?
"Not at all."
"I was sure he didn't. He seems to
know so much ite"t.. how every shot
y
ought to be madr

"Bound to a Cur."
Haety

Exit

m

Oh, friend, when you "butt In,"
And then you feel In doubt,
Th" wisest plan Is just turn 'round
I

calmly butt right out

No Takers.
"Clarence, you don't realise what It
Is to have all your career before you.
Cost Bond, 4 sheet
Supplies, $16.90.
I'd give forty years of my life to have
Letters
2
of
Guardianship,
sheet
Saw
One.
Warrant No. 12216, E. C. Abott, Col-- .
your chances."
Guardian's Bond and Oath, f sheet.
see
"Did
when
were
you
you
Naples
lection Fees, $135.85.
"Of course you would, Uncle BenjaLetters of Administration. 2 sheet. In Europe, Mrs. Gottalotte?''
min.
Warrant No. 12217, Jose D. Garcia,
You'd be glad to give forty of
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2
"Let me seel We saw one Naples,
Assessor's Fees, 1901-2-your years to anybody that would
$86.67.
sneet "; v.
I think. Are they more of them?"
1--

1--

1--

1--

1--
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on Senate floor In permanent fight.
X surely did not require argument with
the American Federation of Labor in
ire rue Saturday.
"I have never been able to Vthe heir to have
MINDR CITY TOPICS
him accept his for-"REV. E. J. BULGIN, D. D., Ph. D..
refusing to grant a charter of affiliafigure out how Samson made
tune.
He
drew
a
vivid
picture of tion to the Western Federation of
,. I,. D."
by
down
X the contrast between the self- anything
the
pulling
govern Miners with all the
Tribune-CitizeDies Hard.
house on the Philistines and X ing Americans in
rights and priviSTATEHOOD OR BUST.
Colorauo, and the leges now
Driven to the wall, siijs the Albuenjoyed
by the United
himself." Judge William H. X same man when he crossed an imagi-(By V. J. Byrnes.)
Mine Workers and threatening to
querque Morning Journal, the local
:
:
:
Pope, chief justice of the suStatehood is thf cry,
:
:
:
nary line into New Mexico and sud- withdraw from the American Federa- evening paper, a cornered rat, is seek.
- ..
I
preme court of New Mexico V
The time is ripe to act,
ae"r,vea 01 tnejtlon and to form a close alliance with
ing the last refuge of the defeated
;uuu" lum5eu
and
A long looked lor opportunity
temperance
leader.
of
the
citizen.
and howling "steal" in a final frantic
right
the Western Miners.
To one and all, in fact.
s
f'tidea'-oto make capital
iir l ,flrPn7fi A r ik m m r ri r' o rwr rs
against Jurist
Each mun should do his duty,
May Withdraw.
Repeats Strong Admonition tojferring to an anonymous
statehood and progress.
circular
His patriolism show,
Just Received Enjlish Biscuits, Wafers and Sugar Wafers,
Voters.
Wholesale lie! are now being
that was being distributed through theColumbus, Ohio, Jan. 20 One of
One vote cast in the risht direction
big fights of the convention of the
,
Some time ago the New Mexican Rio Arriba
Nabisco, Arrow Root,
to the effect that an exploded
Marie, Tan San, Yum Yum, Pan Pan,
county, and exposing its United Mine Workers is scheduled
On stati'hood, "Yes", not ".No,"
is in evidence to pre- published a long communication from
plot"
"daring
He
one
took
Chocolate, Yrni!!a
and Lemon Wafers, Clover Leaf, Yeronique
up
for today. The delegates are deterDo it bright and
early hoys.
vent people voting against the con- Chief Justice William II. Pope of the by one ti e objections
which were mined that the American
Perfecto, PKiciiena, Tom Thumb, Vienna Sugar Jingers, Chocolate
Federation
New Mexico supreme court,
stitution.
urging being urged against the constitution of Labor grant a charter to
For the time is getting short,
London B:;.:;it, Chocolate llydrox. Afternoon Tea,
the WestIt. is alleged that ballots
Butter and Water
prohibitionists
and
advo- and conclusively
temperance
against
showed
that
ern
,
On the twenty-firstthey
Federation of Miners.
we start the noise the constitution are
The
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches and Sti.x.
not available in cates to vole for the constitution and were .vith.-u-t
foundation.
He
American Federation is said to favor
Right from the bottom of our hearts. Santa Fe
comity. As a matter of fact statehood and strongly endorsing the
(i'.nounced the
a charter, but wishes to reargument
ballots for and against, printed
Box of
in organic act which will be submitted that s'afeliood would entail addition- granting
strict the power of the Western FedNow's the time to get busy,
to
the
form
for
tomorand
the
people
regular
ratification
signabearing
al taxation, and which would meas- eration so as not to have
Enlist your neighbor's support,
jurisdiction
ture of Probate Clerk Ceorge
W. row.
ure flip value of liberty by the dollar over the engineers and others who
Work right and left till you're dizzy,
were distributed in Santa W
Unscrupulous
stateArmijo
of
opponents
Phone No. 4.
whic'" il cost.
To gain that liberty work in mines.
The United Mine
Phone No. 4.
county a week ago. Samples 01 these hood have endeavored to circulate our
Make a noise of the good old sort. ballots
forefathers had expended, not Workers have adopted a resolution to
the
that
was
secured
story
it
man
a
in
unauthorized.
by
traveling
Each and every one should work with Santa Fe a
only dollnrs, but their blood and their withdraw from the American Federweek ago are on exhiFor the purpose of
con- lives
their might.
He warned the native people ation of Labor if the latter does not
CSSsSSSEESSyg
bition in the Morning Journal office; vincing a few of the personally
temperance peo- of New ;vle: ico of the dangers of de- admit the Western Federation of Minxanttuc Journalism's Jokers
if anyone doubts that they have been ple who doubted the
!u this grand and giorious fight,
authenticity of lay; the present constitution secured ers without restriction.
distributed this office can publish an the article, H. S. Lithgow
of Albu- their
Can't help hut see they've made a affidavit to
rights and those of their child
Federation Wins.
that effect at any time.
querque, a well known church and
mistake
Commencing Monday,
in
Cerrillos and Madrid, temperance worker wrote to Judge ren jorever; out in a few years an
Yesterday
Jan. 20.
Washington,
Opposing us in our efforts to become Santa Fe county. Ramon Sandoval.
adverse immigration might prove as council of the American Executive
Pope for confirmation.
Federation
a. state.
as
the people of Arizona, if of Labor
a Democrat, opposed to the constituHis letter follows. It is most im unjus.
today decided to grant a
Xanthic means "Yellow." Xn reflecwas
now
witheld.
has
tion,
distributed
to
the
charter
the Western Federation of
portant in view of the fact that no
tion on the Trib-Cit- .
The meeting was a success in every Miners on the same basis
ballots.
one man has done more for the cause
as that
Of the Elltire StOCk (WIII,M1
Reservation) f
The Rtatpmnnf tTiot tu
From
way.
ttviuiiremure aimj
hn,.rtinf
Espanola the campaign granted United Mine Workers of
in New
ua.ci"
pronimtion
"
"UL "een pnniea ana dtsmnuted in viexico than
party proceeded to Chamita, Alcalde, America.
Judge Pope.
stock at Goebe Is.
La Joya, Velarde and other points.
Socorro county is likewise a bald lie.
i ; ..
m
carries
opinion
The Key of life a story of
great weight
Thousands of ballots against the
vith the wiser and more far
nation. A mystical comedy. It's Restitution have been
Foley's Kianey Remedy An Appreseeing
distributed in that d!'ocaies or
prohibition whn wont MINE WORKERS MAY
ciation.
me
tonigni.
county, an equal number of each kind the substance and not
WITHDRAW
FROM
FEDERATION.
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmi-ra- ,
the shadow.
unanimous Vote County Superin-- ' being printed.
Not only this, but
N. Y., writes: "I wish to express
through his long
pendent Conway has received a letter; The statement that ballots
is
in Forces of my
appreciation of the great good
.from the school directors of Cow the constitution have not beenagainst experience as lawyer and jurist Judge SplitUnion Threatened
Labor in United States
I derived from Foley's Kidney Reme-dy- ,
Pope knows constitutions and knows
that
the constituted or distributed in Valencia county this
saying,
Over Charter.
constitution. He has endorsed it
which I used for a bad case of
;tion would receive every vote in the1 is a bald lie; an equal number
of unreservedly and
kidney trouble. Five bottles did the
school district.
urges every proeach kind were printed and are being hibitionist to
Columbus, Jan. 20. The annual work most
vote for it.
effectively and proved to
Everybody Likes Cheese, its health- - distributed as fast as possible
convention of the United Mine Work ma beyond doubt
that statehood will be therecognizing
it is the most reful and delicious, and all desirable'
strongest
If in any section ballots
ers
of
America
to
aid
a
resoagainst
today adopted
the success of the temperance
liable kidney medicine I have ever
kinds just received fresh, are
being statehood have not been widelv
lution
cause. Read his letterprotesting against the action of taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
today by H. S. Kaune & trihuted. it is because neither voters
Roswell, N. m., Jan. 17.
Co., as well as many other
nor
any
good
party organization would
Mr. H. S. Lithgow,
Albuquerque.
Read the ad.
ceive them, having no use for ballots
Dear Mr. Lithgow I hasten to rePhone
ana
xne
JHn
waif." Vitagraph s against the constitution
Phone
iuj iu ,uur letter 01 yesterday. The
have
They
,)een Prin
!rLaVfZ2laWeaTOnCemOTel
92.
according interview m the New Mexican
of
92,
lftw Bnd
trtuted in San Miguel January 4, was, of course,
u. c. Watson
Company today county ; a statement to the contrary by me. Indeed, I was so authorized
anxious that
turned over to Frederick S Tinman i
. .
,
ttD
u t
I should not be
going
you
on
.
IJ
misquoted by a re
leaiueiice
"ki muo" on have come from any county to the porter, that I wrote
be
we
out
every word
.Washington avenue; Mr. Donnell will etiect
that
ballots ot the article and it was
afford
on
books
printed preoccupy it with his mother and sister were unavailable. These
price.
as
statements
cisely
written. I appreciate your
Mrs. Carroll and Miss Carroll.
from whatever source are the last refo mrse'f
"
Horticulturists Are Leary Apricot sort of the
personally.
I ,'
believe that in our
trees are budding and the willows are archists and defeated soreheads, ansupport of the
men who constitution we are
proceeding on
beginning to show green.
Horticul- will adopt
measures to vent their lines calculated ultimately
to help the
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND"
turists are praying for colder weath spite and any
at
the
frolled, no bone
chagrin
prosnects nf temperance cause. I have never been Prime rib roasts
I5cts
er as another two- weeks like this an
Boiling- Beef
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
7cts per lb.
overwhelming majority for a new able to figure out how Samson mo,
I5cts
Hamburger Steak
"
out the blossoms on star in the flag.
Pot Roasts
10 & I5cts per lb.
12 12
anything by pulling down the house
Rump Roast
me nun. irees to ne nipped by the
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
Sirloin Steaks
17
The cry of "steal" is the final des- uu tne rnmstines
Hearts
and himself.
per lb.
flrst killing frost that comes
Opalong.
171-perate howl of the man who sees de- position to statehood at this time by Porter House Steaks
Livers
We have the Best line of these articles in
per lb.
"His New Lid," is a comic
picture
friends
Round Steaks
mm
of
15
in
the
lb.
face.
It
prohibition
staring
finds
per
me
and
a
impresses
one.
Tounges
See
it
good
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
tonight at utterance only in an
as equally profitless.
Chuck Steaks
2 lb. for 25cts.
alleged newsBrains Etc. etc.
the Elks'.
With kind regards,
paper which has become a stench in
but the most attractive in appearance.
oome uandy Prices on Meats for the
nostrils of all decent people in
Sincerely yours,
Cash Tomorrow at
Market New Mexico and whose
W. H. POPE.
campaign of
are being quoted in the advertiseasininity and falsehood has alienated
In
Campaign
San
ment
Miguel.
today, so if you want good the support of the few Democrats
A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
Seven votes tor 10 one
meat, poultry, oysters etc., at low whose party this organ was at
20cts per lb.
Pork loin chops
against is Pork Loin Roast
22cts
once
the ratio in wk ch the citizens
COMFORT
YEAR ROUND
17
of
Spare Ribs
prices, be sure to read the Hayward thought to represent.
per lb
will
vote
ad in this issue.
The howl of "steal is a lie
Saturday at the elecpure tion at which the
Lift That Mortgage. Come down and simple.
proposed constitu-tioof
the new state is to be adopted
Lincoln and Otero Are All
to Manderfield Hall tonight and learn
Right.
or rejected.
After addressing the
how to lift that mortgage off your
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo repeople at some length in regard to the
turned
last
from
property.
both
Speakers
17
polievening from a campaign constitution last
Chops
cts peJ lb.
Stew
i lb. for 25cts
tical parties will tell you all about tn Lincoln and Otero counties
night, A. T. Rogers Legs
for Jr. and F. O. Blood
15cts per lb.
12
Shoulder
cts
asked
stiiiehood.
that a
it
He considers it the most
straw Daiiot be taken. When the
The banquet of the Merchants' as remarkable and successful
campaign
sociation will take place at the Mon- in which he has been ever engaged. suit had been determined it was
SATISFACTION
ASSURED?
He
made
tezuma
FIRST GLASS COR.RICK'S HACK LINE
addresses in seven precincts iound that the voters favored the art.
hotel this (Friday) evening
of the constitution in the ratio
at 9 o'clock.
Prominent speakers and everywhere he found that there option
Prop
A good sized
will be in attendance and a most en- was misunderstanding of the provi of seven to one.
BUCK SERVICE
neara Messrs. Rogers and Blond All cuts at the lowest possible price.
sions of the constitution caused
and Saddle Horses
joyable time is anticipated.
by wr.
Rogers made the principal adcircudiligently
Change of pictures at the Elks' to- uus.epresentations
x ,u,u L11B
lated
those
by
to
"His
New
opposed
So
"Not
statehood.
Bad
sianapoint or a
night.
Lid",
These
he
discussed the various prolawyer
were
as It Seemed," "Jean and the Waif"
misunderstandings
clearand "the Key of Life." Show at 8 ed away and these precincts are al- visions and articles of the constitumost solid for the constitution.
tion, showing the document to be a
o'clock.
Hens
Turkeys
Ducks
Springs
Mr.
George Curry was with Mr meritorious one.
Blood spoke
on
Fish
on
Armijo
aud
this
briefly
the
At
trip.
of
Oysters
Fresh
stateFish 15ots per lb.
advantages
SANTA HE WILL ROLL UP BIG
Alamogordo
Otero county, one of the finest
and hood and what it would do for the ad
MAJORITY FOR CONSTITUTION
uissesc meetings of the campaign vancement or New Mexico.
Other
was held. An invitation had
4
been meetings were held last night in nine
(Continued From Page Four.)
extended to George H. Moffett
or
ten
of
the county by the
precincts
and
uuiieiirs ot the constitution constitutional campaigners.- - Good re
could write in the ticket, against the to
be present for a
joint debate but ports will continue to come in from
constitution, although I do say now
that if any persons want to vote they failed to materialize. Mr 4rmi-j- the speakers.
Everywhere they are
declares that the addresses made
receiving the most courteous attenagainst the constitution and cannot cn. endt
meeting by Governor
Mills tion and are finding the people friendfind a ticket against it, they can take
one which is for it and change it in Judge A. B. Fall and W. A. Hawkins ly to the constitution. It was intendPhone
me
most logical and most con- ed last
Phone
that way, and it would be valid if they
night by Judge Clarence J.
he had ever heard. At Tulavincing
change it in both Spanish and
Roberts, S. B. Davis, Jr., and D. H.
92.
oimud, meeting was ne(1 at
92.
to drive to Cherryvale, thirty-fivMr. Armijo spoke in Snanish. Leahy
Your article in the third column in
miles
northeast of Las Vegas,
At Carrizozo, there was
unbounded and hold a constitutional
your issue of the 20th, so far as it
boosting
enthusiasm
and
Governor
Mills
was
refers to me. or to the Republican
However, the weather was
given an ovation. Judge G. A. Rich- meeting.
RIPE FRUIT NOW
central
committee
when
was
I
You'll
supand
Have
the trip was abandto Hurry!
Yes,
threatening
ardson of Roswell and
Judge A B oned.
posed to be present, or to the non- Fall were
The party will go to Cherry- CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
the
leading speakers at
partisan committee when I was pres that
vale this evening.
Judge
and FUNERAL
Roberts,
On
BOUQUETS,
meeting.
the
Lincoln
to
or
me individually, is entirely
ent,
s. B. Davis, Jr., A. T. Rogers. X. and
DESIGNS.
splendid service for the cause trip
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
false and without foundation.
of F. O. Blood are
statehood was rendered by Manuel
planning a trip to Las
CtSREBDOH PODLTRY YARDS
Very truly, etc.
Vigiles to speak favoring the constiAragon, William Bradv. Gen.FEESH LAID EGGS every day
T. B. CATRON.
tution. Las Vegas Optic.
Barber and Octaviano Perea as
well
8nd Wh" Wyandotte. Ohlckeiu
Real Funny.
5?cks
ly?1005h
arvrarribrtfn,ri'lf
as others.
?
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
J?the
Meeting at Espanola.
Washington, D. c., Jan. 20. Con
n1' Ptn"llne l0nl0"
?AT
Anonymous Warfare.
The Statehood meeting held at
19,
siderable surprise, not to say amuse
Enemies of the constitution
ment, was occasioned in Washington
Espanola on Wednesday evening was
by the receipt of a telegram from statehood have taken an underhand- the largest ever seen in that section,
an itinerant evangelist in Albuquer ed means of carrying on their nam. fully 300 persons crowding into the
All shades of political
que. N. M., addressed to a well known paign against the adoption of the pro- school house.
who is having considerable posed fundamental law for the new opinion were represented, and the
fun showing it to his friends. This state.
'Railroad Men and the Con- audience was enthusiastic as well as
is the title of a little
stitution,"
on
A fortunate cash
assumes,
telegram
behalf
of
attentive.
The meeting was called
"the
purchase is closing out the Winter
to order by Hon. J. Amado Lucero,
gooci people,' to convey
a protest! phlet they are distributing.
stock of one of the best known and most reliable ma- A perusal of the circular would who announced that the
against the constitution and "boss
opening
nufacturers of good clothing enables us to increase
The good people are al- lead one to believe the raliroad men speech would be by Hon. L. B. Prince
politicians."
.to
be
leged
engaged in a fight on the are against the constitution. There in English, followed by Hon. O. A.
greatly the attractions of our sale of mens Winter
constitution "started by me." The is no signature on the
pamphlet, how- Larrazolo in Spanish, and that neither
Clothing. The prices we name on the class of mer- telegram is as follows:
ever, nobody seeming to be willing would be interpreted.
This plan
chandise offered surpass in value giving any sale
"Hon. Henry
to stand sponsor for it. The
worked admirably, not only in saving
pamphthat Santa Fe has ever known. Past' experience has
Washington. D C
let states that the railroad men's com- time but in the effectiveness of the
"Fight and protest, here started by mittee had not announced itself as addresses; and could be
satisfied our patrons that we advertise only facts.
adopted with
me. Have called meeting of W. C. T. satisfied
with the constitution, but advantage In other places.
We make mention of only a few of our
s,
U. and AntiSaloon
but
League. Ladies of states that a great majority of the
Governor Prince congratulated the
Santa Fe wrote you about it. You railroad men are
our store is running over with them.
not so well pleased people, that at last the day of
have Taft's ear. Use it now and here- with it. A
politilist of laws, pure legisla- cal freedom was at
after.. The good people are not sathand; that the
is
to show the constitution
cited
tion,
isfied with joker constitution and
right of
which was
is defective, because it contains none the fundamental
To
boss politicians.
opportunity slip away means a loss to you.
right of every AmeriHave Taft wire au- of these
measures.
can citizen, was at last to be
thorities here to guard polls. We will
enjoyed
The pamphlet is plainly a demoby New Mexico.
It was for
have a hard fight. Use your influence
cratic scheme to fight the constituthat the Americans
tion. Railroad men about town are fought for
eight years under WashNEW MEXICO CORPORATION
a,e judged by the company they keep,
denouncing it as a misrepresentation ington and his generals and the
they
of their position regarding the con- Mexicans for eleven
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
are also judged by the furniture in their
years under Histitution. They assert it is not the dalgo, Morelos, and other
patriots.
If you have good furniture,
home.
you need not be ashamed
ruuiisucu ijepiciiiuer, iyiu. All Laws on policy of railroad men to issue state While it had been necessary to argue
of the opinion others may have of you.
all Classes of Corporations, on Bankinr ments without the endorsement of and labor with Congress for half a'
It is a mark of culthe majority of their fellows. They century, it could not be
that
ture to have a nicely furnished home.
iiugdiwu, miuiug, nanroaas, etc. Com- are free to say it is a scheme un- argument was needed possible New
with the
plete Rules and Forms for Filing.
worthy of decent men in any walk Mexican people themselves.
He
of life. Las Vegas Optic.
,'help you
likened the Territory to the heir-oin
a great estate which had been unjustMeetings at Melrose.
Two statehood meetings were held ly witheld from him
by his guardian
Write for Circular.
at Melrose, Curry county.
One was for many years, and said, while It was
by J. T. Mabry arid the necessary to argue with the guardian
C. F. KANEN, Santa Fe, N. JW. addressed
other by Judge C.M. Compton.
to Induce him to do justice, yet It
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Grocery and Bakery
For Your Afternoon Tea
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Assorted Sugar Wafers.
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An Absolute Clearance Sale
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Dry Goods, Clothing and Furnishings
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At Tremendous Reductions

print-Spring-

-

Hay ward's Market

-
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We are
to give
some dandy prices
Meats tomorrow these will
for cash, as
to put it
can't
the
at the
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For Your New Years Callers!
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2

2
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PORK

Hay-ward'-
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o

MUTTON

n

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.

2

2

VEAL

vlSmL Bies

POULTR

THE BIG STORE

OvctAfc
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flurry!

Baltimore shipped in
sealed cans 30cts pint.

Best Creamery Butter 35ctsper lb. 2 for 65cts.
Strictly fresh eggs 40cts. a dox. 2 for 75cts-

o

Hurry!

Y

Hurry!

we

Hay wards Market

News for Men

e

CLARENDON
GARDEN

Our Great Hart Schaffner & Marx
Clothing Sale Will Begin Thurs
Will End
day Morning Jan.
When the Light Goes Out on
Saturday Night January 22nd.

-

.r

i

n.

HENlTSSyS

,

cut-price-

let this

Suits for $30.00 now $24.00
27.00
25.00

22.50
20.00

Pnn.P
rcuFlc

I

j

L

Nathan Salmon.
Tailor and Clotheir.

935 Pages, $7.00

f

Our Installment plan, will
furnish up becoming style.

to

The Santa Fe Hardware &
Supply Co.

